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Signs of the times
Alastair Smith

T

he Community
Council
was
recently made
aware that a new fund,
“The
Community
Pride Fund” was
accepting applications for grants. £1000
was going to be available on several
occasions over the next few months and
that applications would be accepted from
all of Stirling’s community councils.
There was a feeling that it would be
desirable to have a community notice board
near to the Bank and the Chemist and some
funds had been nominated to this end. An
application was made to this fund for the
balance, and it has been successful. The
new notice board should help take some
pressure off the Chemist’s window.
The east end of the community will
be well served with notice boards, but

your community is aware that there is
nothing similar down at the west end and
is considering what to do.
However, there is nothing to stop
us making further application to this
fund, and it is felt that the “Welcome to
Strathblane” signs at either end of the
A81 need replacing. While initially very
attractive, the signs are now falling apart
and are past the point of proper repair. But
what to replace them with? (If we were part
of the National Park, the park authorities
would probably do it for us, but what they
would erect might not be to our liking. But
that is another debate!)
My researches suggest that stone signs
would be out of the question as being too
expensive. Killearn have erected signs made
out of hard wood that should last for a long
time with the minimum of maintenance.
They are made from local wood and carved
by a local artist, and my inclination is to
try and produce something similar. But we

Congratulations

class

L

are just at the initial investigation stage. If
anyone has any ideas they would be very
welcome, and if there is a local artist who
might like the commission, please get in
touch. The Community Council is not
expecting this work to be carried out free
of charge. All reasonable offers will be
considered.

isa Anne Kidd
(nee
Muir)
graduated
from
Stirling University
on 25 June 2008
as a Doctor of
Philosophy.
Her
thesis was “An
exploration
of
patients’ perceived
control, self efficacy
and
involvement
in self care during
chemotherapy for
colorectal cancer’’.
Lisa is now working
as a Research Fellow
at the Cancer Care Centre at Stirling
University.

Singers wanted
Mary Brailey

P

Congratulations to Jean Keddie
90 Years Young
Family member

O

n 17 August, Jean celebrated her
90th birthday with her family.
On 24 August she celebrated her
birthday again with many friends - well,
at 90 you can have as many parties as
you want!
Until recently, Jean would be seen
each day walking through the village
and was always keen to stop and chat
with anyone she met. Unfortunately, in
May, just as the bowling was getting
under way she fell and broke her hip.
Although she was not able to venture
out for a couple of months this did not
stop her from keeping in touch with the
goings on in the village and now, when
the weather permits, she can be seen out
walking again. The bowls have not been
thrown since her fall but she is very
keen to hear all about the action from
the greens.
Congratulations Jean, we wish you
all the very best.

apology

I

n the June issue of The Blane the
gardening club article (page 15) said
that the club’s plant sale at the Guild’s
Spring Fayre raised £960 for Water Aid.
This is incorrect. The plant sale did indeed
raise £960, but, as happens every year, this
was put towards the grand total of £1751
raised by the Spring Fayre. These funds
were divided equally between Water Aid
and Strathcarron Hospice, with £875.50
going to each. Apologies for the mistake.
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The photo on the front page is of
Glasgow Road looking west with the
old United Free Church on the right,
and was taken by Eric Taylor

An independent wee soul
even then.
As a further example
ean Keddie was born,
of the changes in the
Miss Jean Muir, in
village in her life-time
1918. A true villager
Jean recalls Sunday
born and bred, she lived
School picnics held in
in Gamesly from 1918
the field at Ballewan
until her marriage when
Farm,
right
where
she moved to Broombank.
Ballewan Crescent now
She was the daughter
stands. Children were
of the prominent local
given a bun as part of
builder Mr Muir who built,
their picnic and Jean
among other houses still
remembers you had to be
remaining in the village,
in the right place at the
Gamesly, Crosshill and
right time. As she says,
Moorend.
“They gave you your bun
What makes Mrs
in the queue and if you
Keddie’s
nostalgic
weren’t in the queue at
reminiscences about her
childhood so enjoyable is Jean Keddie at the celebration in the right time you never
got your bun!”
the wealth of dry humour the Bowling Club
Somehow we can be
behind each one. No doubt
sure Jean was always in
those who remember her
brother, Arthur, will find that a strong the right place!
Of course, so many people in the
family trait!
Jean can remember not only the days village will know Jean’s love of bowling
before a telephone exchange in the village and her close association with, and support
but also the excitement of electricity of, the club for over forty years. She was an
arriving for the first houses. Before that illustrious Lady President four times and a
time, the hiss and pop of gas mantles very talented bowler herself, winning many
trophies and competitions in her time. Her
provided lights at home.
For those who think that there has only friends at the Bowling Club invited her to
ever been one school in the village, Jean a birthday celebration where “a good time
has a surprise for you. In the thirties or was had by all”.
Since her recent accident, which
early forties there was a private school,
possibly just for girls, run by a Mrs Frew, she faced with characteristic grit and
determination, she has been much missed
in the house Moorend.
It was, however, in the primary school about the village and her place in the church
that Jean met the “Temperance Man”. The pews has been very empty without her.
Jean is a woman who deserves to be
village children were given a salutary
lesson on the evils of drink: “I remember celebrated by all those who know her, and
the man dropped a wee worm in a glass we wish her well in the years ahead.
full of whisky.” And what happened then? See the letter from Jean in the Letters to
“Well, the wee worm died!” Unsurprisingly,
after that demonstration, Jean signed the the Editor section on page 8.
pledge.
The next issue will be in
As a girl, Jean was often sent by her aunt
December. The deadline for
to the local drapers to buy wool and thread,
articles is 20 November.
and even got her own school uniform there.

Lynne James

J

J

eanette
McKellar
graduated
on 16 July as
a Bachelor
of Arts in
Social Work
with an
upper second
class honours
degree from
the Robert
Gordon
University in
Aberdeen.
Jeanette hopes to work in the
Glasgow area.

C

oloured stickers for display at your
door to discourage people selling
items or services are available
directly from Stirling Council Trading
Standards on 0845 277 7000, or email:
tradingstandards@stirling.gov.uk,
or
pick one up at the library.

Thanks from
the Blane

W

e are very grateful to everyone
in the community who has
contributed to the cost of the
equipment that we purchased for the Blane.
We have received approximately £2300,
and this has covered everything except the
cost of the software.
We are applying for a grant for that with
the help of the Community Development
Trust and hope that that will be successful.
We welcome comments on
anything that appears in the
newsletter. Please write to
the editor, Mike Fischbacher
at:
4, Southview Road
Strathblane G63 9JQ
or email:
theblane@strathblanefield.org.uk
( 01360 770716
v

v

v

v

v

To contact Stirling Council,
phone 0845 277 7000
Email: info@stirling.gov.uk

reparing for a spring performance of
Brahms’ Requiem will be the main
focus of Milngavie Choir’s new
session, starting in September. The Requiem,
which will be sung in English, is a superb
masterpiece and exhilarating to sing. If
you’d like to join the choir to experience the
thrill of rehearsing and performing it, please
phone the Secretary, Kathleen Davidson, on
0141 959 5988, or email info@milngaviechoir.org.uk. Men would be especially
welcome, to provide a balance with the
larger number of ladies in the choir.
Several people from the village already
belong to Milngavie Choir, and you don’t
need to be an experienced singer to join.
Rehreasals are held in Cairns Church Hall,
Milngavie, on Tuesday evenings from 7.30
to 10pm. You can find out more on the choir
website: www.milngavie-choir.org.uk.

Mobile phone
scam

Garry Nimmo, Stirling Council Press
Office

S

tirling & Clackmannanshire Trading
Standards Service is advising consumers
to be on the alert for a scam involving
insurance for mobile phones.
The scam starts when a consumer enters
into a new contract for a mobile phone. With
many retailers now offering insurance contracts
with their mobile phones, fraudsters are
targeting these customers by phoning up and
claiming to be from the insurance company.
They pretend to be offering additional cover at a
heavily discounted rate, or else they will simply
state that they are preparing the necessary
paperwork, and need to confirm some details.
They go on to ask for personal information,
including credit card and bank account details
and subsequently remove significant sums of
money from their bank accounts, typically
between £80 and £120.
Anyone who receives a suspicious telephone
call should contact the police or their local
Trading Standards Service (see above left).

Blane WRI
Jean Shaw

S

eptember heralds the beginning of the
season for The W.R.I. with a varied
and interesting programme, including
talks on witchcraft, jewellery making,
cake decoration, quilting, circle dancing
and a charity delivering aid to Romania.
In addition we hold our Charities Coffee
morning on Saturday, 25th October.
The Institute meets on the 3rd Thursday
of the month at 7.30pm in the Edmonstone
Hall, beginning on 18th September 2008.
Membership fee is £10, but if you are
unable to attend regularly, you may pay £1
per meeting.
For any further information, contact me
(770030) or Marion Tyson (770415).

CHILDREN'S AFTER SCHOOL
CLASSES IN
FIDDLE AND GUITAR
(Clarsach & whistle
in January 2009 if demand)

From Tuesday 2 September 2008
at Balfron campus
Instrumental Classes for Ages 8 and above.
Classes for various levels of ability 3.45 6.30pm. Absolute Beginners, Beginners and
Improvers.
ADULT CLASSES IN FIDDLE AND GUITAR
Resumes on Tuesday evening
2 September 7 - 8.30pm.
(Mixed instrument group & whistle class
if demand.)
For information call Sara Bell on 01360
550770 or email get-reel@live.com

Chicken run

W

Andrew and Janis Sharpe
e moved back to Blanefield five
years ago although we were
both brought up in the village.
We purchased Blairshill at the beginning
of January 2008. The land is a registered
small holding but had not been worked
for 30 years. Blairshill is situated between
Blanefield and Carbeth at the top of the
Cuilt Brae and is approximately one mile
from where we live in Blanefield. We
had looked for many years for land to
enable us to have the joy of the lifestyle
of smallholding. We bought our first
chickens from Stirling market in April.
They came into lay in the middle of May
and since then we have enjoyed four
eggs a day which we have shared with
family, friends and neighbours.
We hatched the rest of the chicks at
the end of May and have had a wonderful
experience looking after and nurturing
them. The young birds or pullets will
be coming into lay in the next month or
so. The flock was stolen between 9pm
on Saturday 23 August when we tucked
them up for the night, and 7.30am the
next day when we would normally have
let them out.
We are so disappointed to lose
the flock as they had such wonderful
individual personalities and they would
have been part of our smallholding for
the entirety of their lives.
We would really appreciate any
information that could lead to their
return. Please contact us on 770546 or
Balfron Police on 440220.
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Blane Valley Burns Club

VIEW FROM THE POLICE OFFICE
PC Paul Barr

THEFTS

ROAD SAFETY

A

High prices of raw materials and
global fuel prices have seen a rise in thefts
of scrap metal and fuel over the last year.
This is a national problem and Blanefield
has not escaped this trend. Between
April this year and 4 July a quantity of
underground telephone cable running
between Strathblane and Milngavie was
stolen. The
a m o u n t
removed
is
around 5.5km
in length and
has a high
value.
The
copper core
is the likely
reason for the
theft. A large vehicle would have been
required to remove this amount of cable
and I would like to hear from any readers
who may have witnessed any suspicious
activity on the A81. Thefts of diesel and
commercial heating oil are also on the
increase and readers should try to secure
tanks containing these fuels to minimise
the risk of theft.

Seven out of ten serious or fatal road
traffic collisions occur on rural roads. The
A81 between Dumgoyne and Blanefield
has seen a number of incidents of late,
some of which have involved serious
injury. Please be aware of prevailing road
conditions and alter your speed according
to them. Excessive speed for the road
conditions is a major contributory
factor to these collisions.

SCHOOL SAFETY
s I write this, Strathblane Primary
School has started a new term after
the long summer break. The start of
the new term can pose dangers in relation
to road safety as the children settle back
into the routine. I would urge drivers to be
aware of the extra hazards present on roads
around the primary school and to comply
with the parking restrictions.
Please stick to the 20mph speed limit on
the access routes to the school and ensure
that you and your children are wearing
appropriate seat belts. Also remember
that using a hand-held mobile phone when
driving now results in a £60 fine and three
penalty points if you are caught.
Over the summer holidays, officers
throughout the Stirling area command
have been carrying out high visibility
patrols of school premises in an effort
to reduce reports of vandalism. I am
pleased to report that a 78% reduction
in reported vandalism was achieved at
school premises compared to the summer
holiday period of 2007.

Dog’s abuse!

Bob Sharp

T

he subject of dog fouling has been
mentioned many times in The Blane.
It seems like a problem that will not
go away. I’m sure my comments will not
change anything, but they may prick a few
consciences.
Like many other local people I take my
dog for daily walks in and around the fields
by the children’s play park and football
pitch. Also, like several owners I clear up
any mess left by my dog. However, as many
know, not all dog owners are as community
minded and leave their dog to foul the
paths, play park and football pitch with gay
abandon. It’s a common sight to see owners
walking ahead whilst their dogs run free
behind them unnoticed. Over the years I
have confronted several owners who have
failed to notice their dog defecating or have
failed to do anything about it. In every case,
the response has been negative, defensive or
abusive. In one case, the owner told me the
dog did not belong to him; it just followed
him every time he went for a walk!

S

everal times owners explained they
would be back to pick up the mess –
but they didn’t. On one occasion a very
arrogant lady let fly with a tirade of abuse
and told me: “that is what the countryside
is for”. “The sheep and deer do it so why
shouldn’t my dog”. I actually think she
believed what she was saying. The other
day I watched a dog fouling in the centre
of the football pitch as the owner walked
on oblivious. When I called across and
alerted him to what his dog had just done
he hurled a torrent of verbal abuse and
made threatening movements towards
me. Needless to say I backed off before he
erupted.
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If any reader wishes to
report a crime or seek advice, I
can be contacted at Blanefield
Police Office on 01360 770224.
Alternatively information can be
passed to Crimestoppers on 0800
555111. This information can be
given in confidence and a reward may be
payable.
Please also visit the Blanefield
community web page on the Central
Scotland Police website at:
w w w. c ent r a l s c o t la nd. p ol ic e. u k /
l o c a l p o l i c i n g /s t i r l i n g _ d u n b l a n e _
blanefield.php

What I find most repugnant about this and those who are irresponsible have
whole affair is not so much the mess left by to be challenged (hopefully without the
dogs but the selfish, irresponsible, arrogant fear of verbal/physical threat). Perhaps
attitude of the owners. It’s clear that people we should mount a visible campaign to
don’t like being reminded
make everybody aware
they’re doing something
of the problem? It might
wrong. Whatever happened
help to ‘name and shame’
to a good old apology or thank
irresponsible dog owners?
you for being reminded that
And one solution is to ban
you’ve overstepped the line?
dogs entirely from the play
I’m afraid that responsible
park, football pitch and
attitudes like this are long
surrounding paths. I would
since gone.
be very happy to take my
A couple of weeks ago I
dog elsewhere although I
counted the number of dog
suspect there would be an
messes along the path at the
outcry from some people.
top of the football pitch (just
Whatever the solution there
above the wall). There were
has to be some kind of
at least 35 ‘dumps’ - an open
monitoring or policing to
sewer no less. I have raised
ensure culprits are identified
the matter with Stirling
and penalised. Perhaps
Council and been told the
we should bring back the
we
should ‘parkie’ so there’s a visible
general problem is no worse “Maybe
than elsewhere. Streetscape acknowledge that 35 dog presence at all times.
does have two Protection poos every 100 yards is
So, is there anyone else
Officers (for all of Stirling acceptable and ignore the who shares my views or has
Council) who have the risk of infection to children similar experiences? Any
power to issue penalties for and football players.”
bright, constructive ideas out
dog fouling. The difficulty
there? Or maybe we should
is that the fouling has to be
simply acknowledge that 35
observed for a penalty to be issued. The dog poos every 100 yards is acceptable and
likelihood of this happening is very slim. In ignore the risk of infection to children and
my 35 years in the village I have never seen football players.
such a person. If dog fouling is reported to
Streetscape via the Contact Centre (0845 POOPSCOOPS
277 7000, info@stirling.gov.uk) then the
team will tackle it as a priority, otherwise Available free from the
they will clear it up as part of their regular
library,
duties when in the area.
It seems therefore that if we are to Browns
resolve this disgusting problem then local
people have to play a part and become Shop
much more proactive. Dog owners have to and the
be made aware of the distinction between
acceptable and unacceptable behaviour Chemist

Primary school visit to Alloway

See photographs on page16

O

bridge across the River Doon where Auld as “doggerel” by Jeremy Paxman. However,
Meg lost her tail, and the Burns Centre to Burns’ detractors cannot dispute that a lot
of his work is fun to read and fun to listen
see the Tam O’ Shanter Experience.
A competition is held at the school to. They are profound in their observations
with prizes of a collection of Burns poems. and accurately reflect the human spirit.
This year’s winners were Olivia El- And, it is quite amazing to realise that in
January of every year, all
Attar and Eilidh MacGilp
from Primary 6 and Sarah there’s more to Scotland than over the world, in nations of
widely differing beliefs and
Cushley and Michael Ewart
haggis and heather and a
political systems, Burns’
from Primary 7. Each child
desperate football team!
works are celebrated and
in Primary 6 is given a small
“a guid time” is had by all.
book of Burns’ poems. The
Chiel, Gordon Posnett, accompanied by his Burns’ appreciation of “a guid time” is well
documented and I’m sure he would have
wife Elspeth, presented the prizes.
On a couple of occasions I have joined enjoyed and been amused by these annual
the classes on this trip (it’s okay, I’ve got celebrations. I can only think of religious
a Disclosure Certificate!) and each time leaders that have greater and more enduring
I have been impressed with how pleasant popular devotion.
Burns lived at an important time for
and polite the children are, and how much
they seem to enjoy the day. It’s certainly Scotland and we hope that by giving our
school children “the Burns experience”
fun for us oldies!
There is debate, and there will always they will come to realise that there’s more
be debate, on the literal worth of Burns’ to Scotland than haggis and heather and a
poems. They have recently been described desperate football team!

Pastures
new

Rare tree

ll those
t h a t
know
Pat & Jim Guy
of Netherblane
will be sorry to
hear that they
are leaving the
bonny shores
of
Scotland
for pastures
new in Sunny
Nelson, New
Z e a l a n d
where
two
of their three Jim and Pat Guy with Bob
daughters
Ryan (centre)
reside.
T h e i r
diamond
wedding
celebration
in
September last year, held at the Country
House Hotel, was covered by the
Blane. They have been, for many years,
members of Strathblane bowling club
where Jim was president for two years;
also long term members of the Allander
indoor bowls and Jim has been a member
of Cawder Golf Club for approximately
50 years.
Here they are pictured with the well
known Bob who has been a great friend
to them and will now be continuing to
assist them by looking after their flat until
it is sold. They are saddened at leaving
all their good friends and the many
people they acknowledge that they have
never really known. They are extremely
grateful for all the help and kindness they
have received from the members of the
surgery, the pharmacy, and the library.
For anyone interested, their contact
address will be:
Lindseyguy@paradise.net.N3

ou are probably familiar with a split-beech
fence but where would you find a splitleafed beech tree? They are not common.
They have, however, been present in the village
for more than a century. In about 1880 when the
Rowley Orrs of Leddriegreen leased Old Edenkill
to Dr Walter Rankin as the doctor’s house, there
was one planted at each corner of the garden.
Compared with the common beech trees
they have an open spreading habit and the leaf is
similarly elegant. The bud is similar but the leaf
starts like a blade of grass and gradually divides
like the illustration – hence split-leaf (or fernleaf).
I had admired these trees
for years and asked Jock,
Dr Macmillan’s son, to let
me know if he discovered a
seedling. As he was not a keen
gardener it was some years
before he found what could be Split-leafed beech tree - fágus
one – about 3” high amongst silvática laciniáta - in the garden of
some heaths – and it was.
Old Edenkill
After being planted at Corrieknowe it thrived,
despite being pruned by Heidi our goat, and is
now some 25ft tall.
Surprisingly, in 1985 I discovered another little seedling in the path at the old surgery
in Dumbrock Road – a sort of parting gift at my retirement. This also was planted at
Corrieknowe and thrived. (Incidentally Dr Rankin lived in these premises before securing
Old Edenkill).
After five years’ growth, there not being suitable space for another split-leaved beech,
I offered it to the Kirk grave yard and the ‘Parks and Leisure’ Department was very
pleased to have it.
Now standing some 7ft tall it occupies a space in the north east corner of the grave
yard and looks like surviving the ravages of deer.
While the trees are still in leaf, see if you can discover them in Edenkill on your way
to the post office, the doctor or the scout hut.

Alastair Smith
ver
the
past few
y e a r s
the
support
of the village
for
functions
organised by the
local Burns’ Club
has been falling
away. There are Drawing of Burns by
probably several Sarah Cushley
reasons
for
this, but it must be conceded that during
the winter months this is a very busy
community.
Due to the lack of support we no longer
run the Folk Night for charity, but we still
make a small profit from the Burns Supper
which enables us each year to take the
Primary 6 class from Strathblane Primary
School to Alloway at the end of June. We
visit Burns’ Cottage, Kirk Alloway, the

A

Dr Perry Harrison

Y

Visit the Community Website @

www.strathblanefield.org.uk
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letter from america
Eleanor Friel

I

n normal summers, events in Western
New York State can be planned in
advance with confidence that there will
be blue skies and balmy air, and the only
decision to trouble you is really which pair
of shorts to don. However, this year the
weather has had the temerity to have stood
on its head since June. There has barely
been a weekend that hasn’t had rain and
thunderstorms. Of course it clears away
quite quickly and the sun comes out but it is
so different to the usual pattern of weather
for this time of year. Conversations at the
water coolers and supermarkets are all
about the rain and how activities have been
washed out on so many weekends. Nearby
Toronto has had the wettest summer since
records began. I am tempted to stop and
intervene in these conversations and say
“Let me tell you about rain!” We, of course,
are quite comfortable with the conditions,
as the thunderstorms always bring a relief
to the humidity.
Eddie and I are in the denial stage of our
lives where we do not believe we are aging
or becoming infirm. So we purchased
bicycles this summer and are now boring
anyone who will listen as to how far we
have cycled this weekend. We are well

served with cycle paths and
frequently set off along the
path beside the Niagara River.
It is actually quite distracting
to cycle beside such a mighty
river and it is hard to keep
your attention focused on the
immediate hazards that face
cyclists –usually motorists.
It is funny how you suddenly
become antagonistic towards
motorists whenever you
become a cyclist. I personally
have found that there is a
magnetic pull towards the
side of the path especially
if there is a runoff down
into a ‘sheugh’ (is that an Irish word or a
Scottish one?)! We have had to promise
our offspring that we will always wear our
cycle helmets (not a fetching accessory).

Y

esterday, at a local coffee shop we
met our neighbours who had just
completed a cycle to Fort Niagara. We
were in awe of this achievement as we
have not yet made the next village along
the river bank, but I could sense in us both
that we had to smarten up our performance
and pedal harder! It would be quite an
achievement psychologically as Fort

The kirk

Niagara is where we colonials beat the tar
out of the Americans in 1812. This battle
is presented to tourists in a living tableau
which Eddie and I have had the pleasure
of witnessing. It took the form of a group
of portly middle-aged men in the original
uniforms (which appeared to be made for
a more finely honed figure) reenacting
the battle complete with demonstrations
on how to load a musket. A useful skill
but laborious. We had the feeling that the
participating armies would have dispersed
for tea by the time they were ready to
“fire!” However, it was a warm sunny day
and we were feeling no pain!

Kirkhouse Road flight controller
Alan R Devereux

K

irkhouse Road in Blanefield
seems a long way from Papua
New Guinea, Madagascar and
Mongolia but for the past three years
these and 35 other remote countries
have become familiar with our
(44)01360 telephone prefix.
The reason is Mission Aviation
Fellowship (MAF) - a Christian
charity which operates 135 light
aircraft taking help to needy people
across the developing world. Every
three minutes a MAF plane is taking
off or landing somewhere to assist aid
and development agencies, missions, Alan Devereux on a visit to Arnhem
churches and other national groups as land in Australia
new branches sharing in a common sense
they each seek to share the love of God
of mission but with traditions that were
by word and practical means.
The impact on a needy world is almost distinctly British, Aussie or American. My
beyond reckoning. In recent months MAF task, which began three years ago, was to
has responded to emergencies such as the launch an international board as chairman,
cyclones and floods in countries as far and draw into one united body, flying and
apart as Bangladesh, Uganda and Papua satellite communication operations literally
New Guinea. As I write, two MAF float scattered to the ends of the earth.
Much travel was necessary as the head
planes are awaiting permission to operate
in Burma. Last year we supported 1,000 office was to be ‘virtual’ - i.e. Kirkhouse
relief organisations with healthcare, Road - with operational control managed
education and sanitation projects across from ‘real’ offices in Kent UK, Idaho
many regions of the world and assisted the USA, and Queensland Australia. The task
spread of the Gospel to remote places as is complete. I have circled the world many
times, experienced much jungle flying in
diverse as Tanzania and Mongolia.
MAF pilots have flown thousands of political hot spots, and returned unscathed
miles to help those affected by unrest in from Afghanistan to my wife, dogs and
Chad, Southern Sudan and Kenya. And computer in the calm of Kirkhouse Road.
MAF international is now globally
in between these crisis activities, sight
has been restored to countless blind folk united and, having reached my 75th
birthday, I am stepping down from a
through our flying eye clinics.
MAF was established shortly after 24/7 chairmanship to just being another
WW2 as separate entities in the UK, director. “Time’s winged chariot is
Australia and the USA. Each part grew hurrying near.”
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Changes to
Midwifery
Service at
Strathblane
surgery

M

idwifery services will change
from 31 October 2008.
The reason for the change is difficulty
in recruiting staff with necessary skills
to provide the present service.
The new service will be fully
coordinated from Stirling Royal
Infirmary. Midwives will run clinics in
your local surgery and follow up visits
in the home after the birth of the baby.
Your present district nurse/midwife,
Christine Francis, will revert to district
nurse status.

Callander Jazz
and Blues Festival

T

he third annual Callander Jazz and
Blues Festival will take place in the
town on 3-5 October, 2008 and for the
first time our Trossachs neighbour Aberfoyle
will be part of the festival activity.
Over 50 live gigs staged in 24 venues
makes the 2008 Festival a major musical
event not to be missed. Festival programmes
and tickets are currently available from all
the festival venues and from the Aberfoyle
(01877 382352) and Callander (01877
330342) Tourist Information Offices.
Tickets are also available from www.
ticketweb.co.uk. Visit www.callanderjazz.
com for all things festival and for any news
or updates.

The Guild: soap,
slides and signing
Tricia Rae

O

ur year continued with more
interesting speakers.
Mr Little from Caurnies Soap gave us
an insight into the making of soap. There
was so much interest in his talk that I was
approached by several people at the end of
the evening, asking if we could go to the
Soaperie, so an outing to Kirkintilloch has
been arranged for Tuesday 4 November at
11.30am, where a batch of soap is being
prepared for us.
Mrs Judy Stewart intrigued us with the
history of the Kings Theatre and slides
showing all the intricate workings behind
the scenes. It all seems so complicated.

Mr Coutt’s Box of Surprises was
an entertaining evening of poetry,
stories and songs – we all had to
participate.
Our savoury supper followed
Elizabeth Sutherland who gave a most
enlightening slide show on her trip to
the Holy Land.
The Spring Fayre was held on 10
May in the Kirk Rooms.
This event has been an annual one
since 2001, when the Guild invited the
Gardening Club to join with them in
an endeavour to raise money for each
organisation’s chosen charity. Over the
years WaterAid, Crossroads, CHAS
and other hospices have benefited
greatly due to this collaboration.

T

his year’s event was no exception,
when £1,751 was raised, and the
Guild sent £875.50 to WaterAid, on
behalf of the Gardening Club, and to
Strathcarron Hospice on behalf of the
Guild. I thank all those Guild members
who so enthusiastically printed and sold
tickets, made and distributed posters,
erected directional signs, baked, made
jam and marmalade, provided unwanted
treasures, manned the stalls and the
kitchen and served teas and coffees - and
also donated plants to the Gardening
Club stalls.
The Gardening Club too did a
wonderful job on their stalls, with lovely
plants, and the end result was a testament
to the friendship and fellowship which

has developed over
the years, and we
were all helped
greatly by the good
weather.
Several of us
went in a mini bus
to Alloa for the
summer Rally on
the 5th June. It was
a very enjoyable
evening and we
were entertained by the Edinburgh
Signing Choir. What an experience, to
hear music being played and people who
are deaf using “sign language” in time to
the music. It was truly beautiful.
We hope that you have all had an
enjoyable summer and look forward to
seeing you on 6 October.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Oct 6 Opening Night. Graham Sherry ‘The Gospel According to Jimmy’.
Oct 20 Anne Collard - Tearcraft in Peru
Nov 3 Philip Mclean - Antiques Road
Show
Nov 4 Visit to Caurnies Soaperie
Nov 17 Scottish Love in Action
Nov 23 Guild Lunch - For Scottish Love
in Action
Dec 1 Lorna Ferguson - Missionary
partner from Japan
Dec 15 Christmas celebration

R & A DICKSON CARS

Private Car Hire for every Occasion

2 x 5 door Hatchbacks
6 Seater Galaxy - with Trailer
mob: 07801 372735
or ( 01360 770040
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Strathblane Community
Council – the future?
Philip Graves

I

8

’m relaxing on the terrace of an Alpine
mountain refuge, sipping a well-deserved
glass of wine. The challenges of the
SCC seem suitably far away. Just as well
as it transpired! Unbeknown to me, back at
base the latest news on failed attempts to
block planning applications in the greenbelt was causing resignations and yet more
disillusionment with the Planners at Stirling
Council (SC)!
After many years of diligent commitment,
the long-serving Chairman, Willie Oswald,
had finally retired earlier in the summer.
Rather reluctantly stepping into his shoes,
mainly on the basis that a good quality team
of fellow councillors would permit as much
delegation as possible, I’m now asked, “what
future the SCC?”
By chance, one of my first jobs was to
chair a SCC private meeting with Keith
Yates, Chief Executive of SC, and Mick
Stewart, Head of Planning, and attended
also by our three local councillors. The last
year or so has seen an influx of talented new
blood onto the community council, but over
recent months a certain degree of frustration
had developed amongst these newer (and
older) councillors vis-à-vis our relationship
with SC. A perception had emerged that we
were being increasingly ignored by SC and,
if our views were of little consequence, why
were we bothering? Keith Yates was there to
persuade us otherwise.
Disagreements with SC over planning
and roads issues tended to dominate
community council discussions over recent
years. Presently we seem to have had little
influence on the former, and as for the latter,
we have struggled to find anyone in the Roads
department even to respond to our queries.
These two departments do not seem to talk
to each other very much either, leading to
the farcical situation over the traffic-calming
promises made for Old Mugdock Road which
were indirectly halted by decisions made in
the Planning department.
As usual, Keith Yates was very reassuring.
Admittedly the community council has
little outright power, but we could influence
decisions in, say, planning with wellpresented arguments. We shouldn’t, though,
allow ourselves to get too bogged down
in planning decisions, as ultimately they
were decided by strict planning guidelines
as applied by the Planning officers. As
for roads – this area had historically been
starved of cash, but a much increased budget
(£3m or so) has raised morale in the Roads
department. Not only might we see further
progress of the traffic-calming programme
along the A81, but we may even see some
funding for the dangerous corner at the
Station Road junction.
Keith Yates also reminded us of
examples of successful projects initiated
by other Stirlingshire community councils.
Clearly the SCC has a role to play in
recognising “achievable” and “affordable”
projects, identifying sources of finance or
grants and co-ordinating applications, in
our case perhaps alongside “Greenheart” or
the Community Development Trust (CDT),

Apart
from
widening
the
agenda, how else
do we increase
attendance
and
which was set up to assist grant applications. interest in SCC
So a few sensible suggestions emerged meetings
and
from this meeting. Unfortunately it is local affairs? I’m
difficult to see how planning and traffic keen to make the
issues will ever take a lower profile. An minutes and agenda more readily available
unpopular planning application tends to and in the days of internet access we should
swell the numbers at SCC monthly meetings. be promoting our very own home-grown
Planning will always be a contentious issue local website, www.strathblanefield.org.uk.
and although clear planning guidelines exist, Full credit to Alan Campbell for setting this
it is the interpretation of these that we find up. It is an excellent source of local news
difficult to fathom in some recent decisions. and village history, clubs and events, and has
New houses in the green-belt are often a community council section on which all
justified by agricultural necessity, but these meeting minutes and the latest agenda are
can be highly subjective matters when most stored. Contact numbers etc are published
farmers no longer rely on Shank’s pony to for all the councillors and queries for SCC
access their disparate land-holdings.
can be posted on the site. SCC will continue
to provide financial support. We need to raise
esidents perhaps have wrongly awareness and use of the site, and encourage
assumed SCC to have greater influence more contributions of local “content”, which
in providing opposition to unpopular could include local advertisers and sponsors.
developments than history suggests. But Naturally we will carry on reporting SCC
the failed Cala application for the horses’ news as much as possible in our own highfield a number of years ago, shows that if quality local magazine, “The Blane”.
sizeable local opposition is mobilised, then
SCC meetings also provide an excellent
unpopular applications can be blocked. opportunity to bring issues to the next tier
SCC should do its best to provide a forum up in the local democracy chain. Our three
for both sides to
“shared” local councillors
present their case and
take it in turns to attend and
then to encourage
we have been impressed
as many people as
by their willingness to
possible to write to SC
tackle some of the harder
to express their views.
issues that crop up. They
I am sure a handful
can, for example, take up
of well-argued letters
the cudgels on planning
from local residents
applications. If they sense
could be worth much
enough local disapproval
more than one letter
they can sometimes force
of opposition from
applications to go to a
SCC alone.
full SC Planning Hearing
Cont roversia l
where the elected officials
planning applications
can overturn the Planners’
have often received a
decision.
very fair hearing at our
SC prides itself on having
monthly meetings and
some of the most active
it is to the applicants’
community councils in
credit that they have
Scotland. They take it
often appeared in
seriously – witness the
person to put their case.
Chief Executive and Head
So although community
council meetings can Cable car to the top of the Campsies? of Planning willingly
giving up an evening to
often be considered
talk to us. It is up to us
little more than a
on SCC to remain open
glorified “talking shop”, in this instance I
believe we can serve a very useful purpose, to new ideas, projects and suggestions
even if our sway on planning decisions may from the local residents we represent. But
be limited unless we can encourage more please remember, we are all volunteers,
many with families and full time jobs. If
people to put pressure on SC.
you feel you could do a better job and want
s for local projects, it so happens the to contribute to the life of the community
CDT is already drawing up a full please don’t hesitate. We have vacancies
village-wide survey on what local residents in the Strathblane and Mugdock wards,
believe are the most important local issues but there is normally no actual election
or worthwhile projects to pursue. SCC has required unless there are more applicants
given its full backing to this and will make than places available (see next page bottom
of col.1 and ward map on page 18).
a financial contribution to its cost.
In the meantime, we are always open to
ack here in the French Alps it
new ideas, projects or suitable local issues
is amazing how cable cars have
to be brought to our monthly meetings for
discussion (generally first Monday evening transformed the leisure potential of the
of the month, 7.30pm at the Primary school). area. Now how about putting Strathblane
I try to pull the agenda together a week before on the map and building a cable car from
the meeting to allow advance notice. In future the village to the top of the Campsies –
the agenda will try to be more detailed so as that’s an issue that would surely fill the
to encourage greater attendance.
seats at a SCC meeting!
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OUR LOCAL
COUNCILLORS

S

ince May 2007, Strathblane and
Blanefield have been part of the
enlarged West Stirlingshire ward now
known as “Forth and Endrick”, Ward 2 of
Stirling Council.
This was previously divided into three
separate wards, each with its own councillor.
Now, three councillors cover the entire
area and serve all its communities. Our
councillors are Alistair Berrill, Graham
Lambie and Colin O’Brien.
To provide a service to constituents, our
councillors work together and cooperate
whenever possible. This includes ensuring
attendance at meetings of the eleven
Community Councils across the Ward and
holding surgeries for the half hour prior to
each. This cover is achieved by operating a
rota for what is a pretty heavy schedule of
evening meetings.
Surgeries planned for this autumn at
Strathblane Primary School are at 7pm on
Mondays 1st September, 6th October, 3rd
November and 1st December – always prior
to the Community Council meetings.
Individual councillors can also be
reached via the Council offices at Viewforth
on 0845 277 7000 ext 3284 (lo-call number)
where if none is around, a message left will
be returned as soon as possible.

Action Day

Much maintenance
and many midges
Dougie Flynn, Countryside Ranger

C

onditions were perfect – for the
midges - on the latest Countryside
Action Day in Strathblane. The old
railway route was the setting on a warm
and wet Tuesday 29 July for another joint
venture between the local Community
Council and Stirling Council’s Countryside
Service. On this occasion, volunteers from
BTCV (British Trust for Conservation
Volunteers) and a new lass to Strathblane
by the name of Sarah Reynolds, joined
them.
In total, ten bodies worked tirelessly,
amidst the showers of both rain and midges,
from 10am through to 3pm and slightly
beyond to ensure that the path received
some essential care and attention. This, the
second of three planned action days, was the
most productive by far. Much was achieved
despite the weather, including scraping
away years of accumulated soil, importing
2 tonnes of path surfacing material, felling
a tree obstructing the path, cutting back the
encroaching vegetation, installing a piped
culvert and replacing a previously damaged
signpost.

Big cat sighting
David Pugh

I

was surprised to read the recent articles
on big cat sightings locally in recent
months. Let me start by saying that I am
very sceptical about the possibility of our area
sustaining such a beast. Then let me continue
by describing my own experience and judge
for yourselves!
Last November I went running from my
house in the dark wearing a new and very
efficient head torch. I took off up Campsie
Dene Road on a rather chilly and windy
evening around 8pm. I took a usual route
along the pipe track road towards Killearn on
the route of the local 5 and 10 k races.
As I approached the fork in the road after
about 1½ miles just after the cottage on the
right and the new little stable in the field on
the left, my light caught 2 very bright eyes in
the beam and I slowed my pace to see what the
animal was.
It was sitting in front of the fence on the
left fork and appeared to be about the height of
the fence. It didn’t move and I slowed to a walk
and stopped. It wasn’t a sheep nor a deer. It
wasn’t a horse or pony. It didn’t look like a dog
or a fox and didn’t bark or appear perturbed by
my presence!
I really didn’t know what I was looking
at. As I started to move towards it, it calmly
turned and sloped off along the grass at the
side of the road and then leapt the fence in one
bound and was gone.
I stood transfixed for a minute then started
jogging again taking the right fork up the hill
towards the ‘white tree’ on the left of the path
which was to be my turning point. I was trying
We hope the local community enjoys
the improvements and, possibly, we will be
welcoming them on the next Countryside
Action Day on 11 November. Information
on this and all of the events organised by
the Countryside Service are available at
www.stirling.gov.uk/countryside.

Mahatma Gandhi, as you know,
walked barefoot most of the time,
which produced an impressive set
of calluses on his feet. He also
ate very little, which made him
rather frail and, with his odd diet,
he suffered from bad breath. This
made him a super-calloused fragile
mystic hexed by halitosis.

cc elections

A

by-election to fill vacancies in the
Community Council will be held
in October. Nomination forms will
be available in the library or direct from
Helen Geddes at Stirling Council on 0845
277 7000, and should be submitted by 31
October 2008 (see previous page).

to think what I could have seen and started to
feel uneasy.
As I moved uphill past the shooting
positions on the left, I suddenly got a horrible
impression of being stalked and felt quite
spooked! I therefore turned before my goal and
returned along the track – my pace quickened
and I sped home retracing my outward route.
Safely back at home I spoke to my eldest
son and told him of my experience. I then
looked up the internet and came across the
big cat sightings website as mentioned by Mrs
Fleming in the last Blane.
Had I seen a big cat? I really don’t know. I
have previously had a similar experience to the
other reader in a high pass outside Oban when
a large cat-like animal jumped across my path
when I was driving. I stopped to look but could
see no trace!
I also had friends who lived just outside
Edzell near Brechin with whom I used to run
several times a year and they had tales of big
cat sightings local to them and their dogs being
spooked! Therefore I remain open-minded
about the possibility of such beasts existing.
But not in Blanefield surely?
Interestingly the website discussed the
increased sightings of big cats on or near old
railway lines and my attention was aroused by
the proximity of the sightings reported to the
disused line between Blanefield and Killearnbisecting the two reported possible sightings.
Did I see a big cat? – I really don’t know
and I can never be sure. The shape of the thing
while sitting, and the movement, could suggest
a cat, as do the lack of fear and the flight of the
animal when approached by a bright light. It
was a distance away and I did not see a long
flowing tail; but I can’t explain what I saw.
Could one live in our environs without more
evidence of animal kills and farmers noticing?
It seems unlikely.
Am I scared to run along the same path at
night – definitely not.
I’m not in the fear business and do not
wish to create local concern – I just wanted
to respond to previous letters and share my
experience.
(I spoke to someone else who said that he
had seen a big cat in the area but did not wish
to write about it. He had been quite alarmed
by it - Ed)

Paul Allan (Countryside Service) and
Sarah Reynolds (Strathblane resident)
beside their recently installed signpost.

The next Countryside Action
Day will be on 11 November

T

he Blane is delivered free to
everyone in the community but we
need your continued support. We are
grateful to all who give regularly.
There are cash boxes in the library, the
chemist and Brown’s. Cheques should be
made payable to The Blane.
There are also extra copies for sale in
the library.
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Tennis Club
News
Graeme Ross

B

y the time you
are reading this, I
hope we will have
started our resurfacing and
refencing project. It has
been a much bigger project
than we anticipated. The
process of applying for
grants is very time consuming and attention
to detail is all important. The committee
involved has given up many hours and we
are very pleased to have secured two main
funders – The Foundation for Sports and the
Arts and the Clackmannanshire and Stirling
Environment Trust. With the money that
they are providing added to our own funds
that have been accumulated over several
years, we are able to get the project started.
We are still a little short, but will continue to
fundraise to bridge the gap. Any suggestions
for fundraising activities or bodies that
could be approached for grant aid would be
appreciated.
On the sporting front, all the teams
competed well in the summer leagues and
are looking forward
to participating in the
coming Autumn and
Winter leagues. We
hope to have good
courts to play on and
will be able to welcome
visiting teams without
the fear that someone

might sustain an injury or complain about
some of the outrageous bounces that we
have had to become accustomed to.
The summer coaching went very well.
The classes were full and good progress was
made in all categories. Sadly, we are unable
to offer further coaching this year due to the
upgrading project.
During those lovely days of warm
bright sunshine in May and early June, we
enjoyed many excellent Saturday afternoons
of tennis, chat and food. More recently, the
weather has not been so kind, but we are
always there and always happy to welcome
new faces.
With a bit of good fortune from
the weather, we hope to get our project
completed by early October at the latest. We
would be very pleased to welcome everyone
along to see what a fine facility we have in
the village (fingers crossed).

Balfron Wild
Wolves Hockey Club

T

he hockey season starts again at the
beginning of September. We have
two sessions on a Tuesday evening.
Children of all ages from P5 upwards are
welcome to come along and have a go at this
excellent team sport. We use the astroturf
pitch at Balfron High School and use only
qualified coaches. We are hoping to be
involved in more match activity this year
and use the brand new pitch at Forthbank in
Stirling for festivals involving others teams
from around the district.
For information on the club please give
me a call on 771571.

Scottish German
Relations
Bill Howie

S

aturday 9th August was a typical
summer’s day in Blanefield - very heavy
rain and the Campsies invisible. The
Barbeque at 2 and 4 Blane Crescent had been
months in the planning and so the Gazebos
were set up as shelters, instead of their usual
sun-screening function, the garage and car-port
were commandeered in place of the garden.
Not in the least put off, the guests arrived
and the festivities began. There were many
discussions as to when the weather might
clear and lots of encouraging cries of “that’s
looking brighter” when a small cloud changed
from black to grey. Allowing an hour or so for
everyone to have a small glass of fruit punch or
even wine, the resident chef fired up the BBQ
and cooking commenced. The burgers were
highly commended by all (keep this in mind;
our local butcher, Brown of Strathblane makes
great burgers) and the usual accessories were
there in abundance, salad, cold meats etc etc.
By this stage it was obvious that a) the
weather was getting worse and b) there was
going to be more food than even double the
number could eat.
Then just around seven o’clock, through
the murk, a number of people were spotted
trudging down Station Road. They turned
out to be a party of scouts (the big hats gave
it away) each carrying a huge pack and, as is
usual in these parts, they were heading for
Auchengillan.
They were as surprised to see us as we were
of them, but after a couple of social exchanges
which established that they were from
Germany, they were invited to join us. They
looked a bit stunned but the lure of the food

Strathendrick Rugby Round-Up
John Boyle

S
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trathendrick Rugby Club’s 2007/08
season finished on a high with a
thrilling President XV versus Club
1st XV match which ended in a draw. This
was followed by the President’s Dinner
with guest speaker former internationalist
Peter Wright. The next day, the second
Strathendrick Minis’ Charity Festival was
held. It was a glorious, sunny Fintry
day where literally hundreds of
young rugby players plus parents
and supporters enjoyed a great
tournament and raised an incredible
£6300 for local hospices. This was
organised by Iain Somerville and
crew and was a fantastic event.
The club looks forward to a new
season. The Minis will continue and
any potential players, boys and girls
from P3 to P7 are most welcome.
The Midi and Youth section
will be running an S1/S2 and
Under-17s team this year and an
Under 18s team in collaboration
with Balfron High School. Excitingly,
the Youth section is planning a tour to the
USA and Canada at the end of the season.
More information about this will be
published in future editions.
The Seniors are already in pre-season
training with 1st and 2nd league games
kicking off on 6 September. The Club’s
ambition is to win promotion to National

League Division 3, so
support from players,
spectators and sponsors is
always welcome.
Killearn has a fair
representation in the
Strathendrick set-up as
not only do key men
Iain Somerville (Minis
Convenor),
Andy
Summers (Midis and
Youth Convenor)
and Mark Gibson
(Club Captain) hail German scouts visit Blanefield
from the village but
so do new appointees
Nick Hawkins (Club President), on offer overcame their reticence and in they
Gavin Hunter (Treasurer) and Sue came. The party consisted of a female leader
Buchanan (Youth Tour Organiser) and around eight teenagers both girls and boys
– quite apart from coaches, players and they made short work of the food on offer.
and supporters at all levels. There’s After a while they made to leave and decided
no escaping! As always we are to reward our hospitality with a song or two.
keen to enlist new players at all age It was obviously the leader’s idea as the kids
not look too enthusiastic but they knuckled
groups into Strathendrick so come did
down and sang as best they could. They were
along, enjoy the training, the away loudly applauded and set off to Auchengillan
games and the camaraderie of the to the strains of “Will ye no come back again”.
club.
They were last seen accelerating towards the
Cuilt Brae presumably to escape the chance of
Contacts:
us launching into the second verse – Last Choir
Minis – Iain Somerville
550842
Standing this was not.
Midis / Youth – Andy Summers 550147
It was generally agreed that it was slightly
1st and 2nd XV – Nick Hawkins 550576
surreal but that it was a great contribution to
Sponsorship – Gavin Hunter
550322
the evening.

That championship feeling

Blanefield thistle, Forth and Endrick League Champions
Sandy McIntyre

A

fter an absence of six years, the Forth and
Endrick League Championship finally came
home to Blanefield after a season where the
young boys of the village continued their footballing
journey on the road to maturity.
The season kicked off in mid-April with an
away match against Aberfoyle at Gartmore, where
Blanefield ended up winning by five clear goals.
There then followed our first and only home game
for eight weeks, a closely fought match against
Drymen with Thistle running out victors by the odd
goal in three.
A run of away games followed this and the team
continued their good form by winning at Deanston,
and they followed this up with a win at Killearn,
where the home team was beaten for the first time
in four seasons.
A hard-fought victory at Fintry was next on the
agenda with Fintry’s younger players showing up
well. A good five-goal win at Gargunnock belied the Back Row from Left to Right,
Photograph by Anne McGee
fact that Thistle were under the cosh for much of the
Pat
Feggans,
Lindsay
Hill,
Bobby
Poole,
Mark
Linning,
Gary McIntyre,
game, with Gary McIntyre in goals being chosen for
Christopher
Dempsey,
Derek
McAuslane,
Drew
Lowrie,
Iain
Park, Jordan
the Man of the Match award.
A good win against Balfron was next up. Jimmy Dempsey and Gordon Smith.
McNeill blotted his copybook in this game by being Front Row from Left to Right,
sent off and thus left his teammates with a difficult Jimmy McNeill, Jamie Pace, Jack O’Donnell, Colin Hannah, Adam Hopes,
finale to the match.
James Hutchison and Scott Granger.
Relatively easy victories against Buchlyvie and
Kippen then followed before Thistle dropped their
team who ran out worthy victors. However, the pain was shortfirst points of the season at Thornhill where we were lucky to lived as an impromptu BBQ and some more beers brought the
escape with a draw. Several members of the team did not do league season to an end and we then awaited the start of the
themselves or their teammates justice on the field that night!
Cameron Cup and Telfer Cup campaigns with eager anticipation.
A good away win against a strong Gartocharn brought the first Details of these will follow in the next edition of The Blane.
half of the league season to a very satisfactory conclusion.
SPONSORSHIP
he start of the second half of the league season was delayed
The club would like to thank everyone who has supported them
due to Aberfoyle being unable to raise a team. However, the in whatever capacity this season. In particular we would like to
Thistle juggernaut continued with wins away to Drymen and then thank Gordon Smith of GS Roofing for his support in sponsoring
on only our second home match of the season against Deanston on the purchase of a new set of strips for season 2008.
17 June, a full eight weeks since our previous home game. Next up
The photograph shows Gordon along with team Manager Pat
was a visit by the reigning champions Killearn, and despite going Feggans and the team prior to the match against Thornhill.
in front, we were unable to capitalise on our first-half advantage.
Chances were squandered and Thistle thereby suffered our first
Lesley Kirk
loss of the season, going down by two goals to one.
The team bounced back with a fine victory over Fintry,
ello folks, what a quick summer
although it was a closely fought match until Thistle got four goals
it has been. It seemed no sooner
in quick succession in a 15-minute spell before half-time.
had the members of the Fitness
Gargunnock were next and another fine win saw Thistle
League celebrated their end-of-term
maintain their advantage at the top of the league. This was
meal than I was receiving information
followed up with fine wins against Balfron, Kippen, Buchlyvie
from head office about season 2008/09.
and Thornhill, before the clinching game against Aberfoyle at
Ladies, if you feel that going to the gym
Blanefield.
or hard exercise is not for you, then come
The match took place
Statistics
along and give this class a try. Your first
on Tuesday 22 July
First Half 			
Second Half
(1 home / 10 away)
(10 home / 1 away)
night is free. Come along sporting a loose
and Blanefield ran out
Matches Played
11
11		
T-shirt and joggy bottoms, your bare feet
comfortable winners,
or light rubber-soled shoes and you will be
scoring eight times
Matches Won		
10
9
most welcome. Don’t forget to bring a floor
with only one in
Matches Lost		
0
2
Matches Drawn
1
0
mat or large beach towel for floor work.
reply, to finally
Points		
31
27
Are you prepared to laugh and join in the
clinch
the
Goals For		
45
55
chatter? You know it has been said that if
league title.
Goals Against		
10
18
any lady wants to know what is happening
Some bubbly
Opposition			
Away Home
in the village then she should come along
and
some
Aberfoyle Rob Roy		
5–0
8-1
to the Fitness League.
beers were
Balfron Rovers		
3–2
5-2
Class resumes on Tuesday 15 September
opened to celebrate the occasion
Buchlyvie United		
7–2
5-1
at 7.30 in the School Assembly Hall. (Please
and the players and management
Deanston 			
4–0
4-2
Drymen United		
3–1
2-1
use the door from the staff car park at the
alike were delighted to have
Fintry			
4–2
9-2
kitchens). If this night does not suit you
secured the league title with such
Gargunnock			
5–0
6-1
then come along any Tuesday thereafter.
a young team.
Gartocharn			
3–1
2-4
The annual subscription remains at £15.00
The final match of the
Killearn			
2–0
1-2
Kippen			
8–0
6-0
and the class fee is £4.50
campaign saw Thistle fail to
Thornhill			
2–2
6-2
Hope to see you in class soon.
match a determined Gartocharn

T
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Jane McCallum

T

he so-called ‘summer’ holidays have
once again passed all too quickly
and Brownies have resumed for the
Autumn session. Our first night back was
Tuesday 26 August when we welcomed six
new recruits and a new young helper, Cara
Brown.
Last session ended with an outing to the
alpaca farm at Balfron Station, which we
all thoroughly enjoyed. The sun shone, the
midges were few and far between, and Mrs

Beavers

Avril Sandilands

T

he last session of Beavers ended with
a “flying” visit to the Strathblane
Falconry one week followed by a
treasure hunt and sausage sizzle on the last.
Both nights were a great success and lots
of fun.
A new session has now started
(September) for us. We say goodbye to
those we have “lost” to cubs and hello to
those who have joined the “colony”.
For those of you who do not know,
Beaver Scout activities are a combination
of learning and having fun. Beavers learn
about themselves and how to look after
themselves, they get to know people from
their local community, they find out about
life in other countries and they explore
through organised activities such as games,
crafts and visits. They learn how to care by
helping those around them, not forgetting
badgework and FUN.
Cubs
Cubs finished the last session with a
sausage sizzle – a great night of food and
fun!
The Akela and her “helpers” have a
new and invigorating programme in the
making, so both new and not so new cubs
should be kept entertained, busy and fit.
Fundraising
Beavers, Cubs and Scouts are going
from strength to strength, growing very
quickly in numbers, which in this day and
Beavers: Age 6 - 8 yrs
Monday: 6.30pm - 7.30pm
Venue: Scout Hall behind doctor’s surgery
B.S.L. Avril Sandilands (771082)
A.B.S.L.   Sarah Kelly, and David Orr
           
Cubs: Age 8 - 10½
Wednesday: 6.30pm - 8.00pm
Venue: Scout Hall behind doctor’s surgery
Akela: Lynn Buchanan (770267)
ACL David Brown, Robin Hoyle &
Hugh Strain
Scouts: Age 10½ - 14
Wednesday: 8.00pm - 9.30pm
Venue: Scout Hall behind doctor’s surgery
SL Paul Brogan (771636)
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Small was very welcoming. We all
learned a lot about alpacas, including
their names – Thor and Toffee-Fudge
the easiest to remember! We were
allowed to feed the alpacas, which
the girls enjoyed, and there was a
competition to judge the grade of five
different wools, which was won by Niamh!
We have been busy planning a
programme for the coming session which
includes a mixture of crafts, badge work
and outings. We expect to have around 26
Brownies this session and therefore there is
a waiting list. If your daughter would like
to come to Brownies and does not attend
Rainbows, please contact Claire or Jane so
she can be added to the waiting list. If you
have any suggestions for activities or would
like to help in any way, please contact Claire
on 771816 or me on 771281.

age of youngsters being occupied with
“electronic” games and computers can only
be a great thing. Which brings me onto my
final note….
We are in desperate need of a fundraising
committee, so if there is anyone out there
who wishes to volunteer their time and/or
ideas, please contact any of the leaders or
Val MacCorquodale on 770742.
An open evening will be held
in November in the scout hall
to celebrate 100 of scouting in
Strathblane. Watch out for posters.

Rainbows

Wendy Hamilton

2

008 is the 21st birthday/anniversary
of Rainbow Guiding. As a result of
this, the last term of Rainbows (May/
June) was a hectic one, as we began birthday
celebrations in earnest. Endrick Division
had a joint birthday party which included
Strathblane and Killearn Rainbows – a
great (and late) night was had by all as
we enjoyed fruit kebabs, non-alcoholic
cocktails and disco dancing.
In early June, we spent a great evening
at West of Scotland Cricket Club, where
the girls tried their hand at softball cricket.
There were plenty of tired looking faces
that night, as we made our way home on
the train to Milngavie.
The rain stayed away as we enjoyed our
end-of-season barbeque and Pot of Gold
party. This year we said goodbye to lots of
girls – Rebecca, Rebekah, Alisha, Emily,
Erin, Isla, Hannah and Rachel.
Our new session starts on 4 September.
Again,
birthday
celebrations
will
continue as we work towards gaining
a commemorative birthday badge which
will be given to each Rainbow.
Unfortunately,
Rainbows
have
no available places for the foreseeable
future. At present, it is unlikely that we will
have spaces before September 2010 (apart
from those already on the list). If you would
like your daughter to join the waiting list,
please contact me on 771482.

Playpark
Eleanor Forrest

Fun
Hut

W

elcome back to The Fun Hut
after the summer break. The
Fun Hut is a small group for
mothers and toddlers, with the added
bonus of two play leaders, held in the
Kirk Rooms on a Mon, Wed and Fri at
9.15am until 11.15am. All has changed
this year as we have had to say goodbye
to the two play leaders Anne Scott and
Billie Ferguson. Anne moved on to
pastures new at Easter when she got a
new job in the primary school and was
soon followed by Billie who started in
the school in August, as you can imagine
this has been a great loss for The Fun Hut
but an excellent opportunity for the two
ladies and we wish them good luck for
the future.
We have appointed a new leader, Vicki
Aitchison, who started after the Easter
break and has settled in to the role very
well. We hope to have a second new leader
by mid–September. There will be a lot of
fundraising coming up between now and
Christmas, with a photograph and coffee
morning on Saturday 22 November and a
Christmas craft fair at the beginning of
December, so please look out for posters
about the village for more information at
the time. Contact Vicki on 07889948086
for more information.

S

Lynda Eastcroft

G

reenheart is continuing
to
work
towards
refining the revised designs for the
playpark area and continuing to work closely
with Stirling Council and their design team. We
are reaching the point of applying to funding
bodies and starting our local fund raising.
The team are planning an event in November
so watch this space for news. We are always
looking for new volunteers to help us – mums,
dads, grandparents – anybody with a shared
desire to see our playpark regenerated.
If you are interested, contact Simon Jones
on 770668.
v
This
‘n’ that...

Good question! And where has Alastair Smith been roaming
this time with his camera? See back page for the answer.

chool holidays
are over, and
by the time
this goes to press a
new dance session
will have started.
Classes are held in the
Edmonstone Hall and
are aimed at children
from two-and-a-half
years upwards.
The dances which
we worked so hard
to perfect must now
be put behind us.
Exercises to improve
our strength and flexibility seem very dull compared to the bright lights
of the Mitchell Theatre, where our annual dancing display was held last
June. Once again it was a great success and my thanks go to all who
supported it.
A raffle was held in aid of Scottish Ballet’s Tramway Appeal. (New
premises are being built for Scottish Ballet and as always, help is needed
with funding.) So far, as a dancing school, we have raised almost £400.
Our target is to reach at least £500 so that our name will be included on
the Donor Wall in the new building. Not far to go! ( 770390.

In July, Jean Henderson, Margaret Smith, Norma Sosin
and Ellen Park (skip) represented Strathblane Bowling
Club in the Scottish Women’s Bowling Association
National Championship Finals at Northfield, Ayr.
The team beat Killermont and Milngavie in the district
finals and got through to the second round of the National
Finals and were beaten by Bothwell, the eventual runnersup. The weather was beautiful and the team played very
well to get as far as they did in the competition.

This is not what the countryside is for! This was dumped in
a quiet corner of Mugdock, just above the scenic Milngavie
Reservoir, in the early part of this week. It looks like the
entire contents of a house has been emptied out into a trailer
or truck, everything from bath tubs, kitchen fittings, to toys
and pieces of clothing. What happened to the occupants of
the house? Did they just disappear as well? Someone must
have seen it happen, and others must be aware of a house in
the local area that has recently been gutted. The police are
investigating and any information should be passed to the
police station in Balfron on 01360 440220.

School crossing - a new officer should be
in post in the next few weeks subject to
disclosure procedures being completed.
Village Officer - the Council street cleaning
service is under review and it is not yet known
if the previous post will be filled or the job
done by the mobile unit as is happening at the
moment.
Ardunan Lodge - the Council has given
permission for the building to be demolished
and for a new house to be built on adjacent
land.
Bus shelter - the bus shelter beside the
Kirkhouse has been badly damaged and is in a
dangerous condition. The roof also is in a bad
way. Each time the building is taped off, the
tape is removed. So be warned.

Third Strathblane Races
Paul Fisher

S

ixty runners came from Stirlingshire, Dunbartonshire,
Glasgow, Ayrshire and Renfrewshire to enjoy our 3rd Blane
Valley run at the end of August.
The weather was just about perfect for running and everybody
finished well, despite the demands of the course, winning prizes for
meals at the Beech Tree, Country House and Kirkhouse Inn.
The 10K prize of a month’s membership of LA fitness was won
by Lindsay Cunningham of Alexandria who finished in 37mins
(two mins faster than last year’s winner). The 5k was won by John

L to R: Catriona Graves (first female in the 5k), Archie Ross,
Matthew Hoyle, Hazel Kelly and Aby Pugh are bursting to get
going in the SOSC fun run. (More photos on page 16)
Kinsella of Milngavie in 20mins (last year’s 5k winner: 17mins).
As last year, the advantage of breathing the rarefied atmosphere
of Mugdock was apparent in local success: the Graves family
claiming both 3rd spot in the 10K (Philip) and first female in the
5k, Catriona in 22mins. Angus Gibson showed it can be done as a
valley resident, claiming 2nd place in the 10k. Well done to all.
SOSC’s race committee would like to thank all the competitors,
marshals, prize donators, our sponsors Highland Spring and Asda,
our local landowners, residents and tenants who have all gamely
supported our race again. The races raised more than £300 for the
club, which is doing very well and often at capacity, book ahead!
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36th (Strathblane) Forth
Valley Scout Troop centenary
the second fifty years

M

Morag Roy
uch has changed since the early years of the Scout
Association but the general ethos remains just as strong
today. Scouting continues to provide Strathblane/
Blanefield boys with many opportunities to develop and learn skills
that will be of great use to them in the future. It provides enjoyment,
a sense of adventure and exposure to new experiences.
It is impossible to mention all the memorable events, fund raising
schemes, village projects, camps and activities undertaken by the

scouts in the last 50 years but perhaps the photographs overleaf will
bring back some happy memories.
With the building of many new houses in the local villages, the
number of scouts grew at a steady rate. Boys from Croftamie, Balfron
and Killearn came to the troop in Strathblane until in 1980 when, with
over 80 boys attending, it was decided to split the troop in two. This
was the start of the Killearn Scout Group.
The scouts are well remembered for their help with the elderly.
Logs were cut and delivered and during a power-cut storm lanterns
were taken where required. Another well known, and looked forward
to event, was the annual New Year’s Dinner at the Scout Hall. Thirty to
forty Senior Citizens would enjoy a five star meal prepared by leaders
and friends and served by the scouts. After a thoroughly enjoyable
social evening the guests would be taken home.
Together with developing individual skills, scouts learn how to
work in teams, as in the Patrol System and in larger groups such as in
the Troop.
A major event in the Scout calendar is the Summer Camp and

over the years Strathblane Scouts have travelled, by various modes of
transport, the length and breadth of Scotland to different types of camp
sites and in 1989 and 1990 the troop had camps in Stanzach, Austria. A
particularly proud achievement was the selection of two scouts to attend
World Jamborees – one in Norway and one in Dubai.
Additional activities were brought in to maximise the boys’ potential
and to equip them with skills not readily available elsewhere. These
activities include – judo, gymnastics, football, climbing, abseiling,
canoeing, sailing, ski-ing, cycling, pioneering and rafting and are over and
above the normal weekly troop meeting and proficiency badge work.
The scouts had their own bus, various types of canoes (one built by
themselves) and a sailing dinghy and as these activities grew and more
space was required for storage, they built their own garage, canoe shed
and boat shed.
Fundraising is always an ongoing project – not just for the upkeep of
the hall but for the equipment required to allow the boys to participate
in these extremely popular pursuits and over the years many, many fund
raising events have taken place.
Running such a successful scout troop takes a lot of time, devotion
and
commitment
and could not be
done without the
tremendous support
and dedication of
Leaders,
Helpers
and Fund Raisers.
The
Strathblane
Scout Troop has
been
extremely
fortunate to have

Still going strong - Invertrossachs camp 2008

people prepared to give generously of their time and their
financial and moral support.
The troop is still going strong 100 years after “five boys
were enrolled in August 1908” – what an achievement.

Thanks to Alice Gibson,
Rodger Simpson, Ian
Wright and Murray
O’Donnell for their help in
preparing this article.
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Let’s get growing...

Sea and shore birds
venturing inland

t may be coming to the end of summer but gardeners will
be starting to get growing over the autumn, preparing new
plants and making plans for next year. The last Friday of the
month, though, is the time to put away those seed catalogues
and come along to the gardening club. A varied programme of
talks and events has been organised, starting off with ‘Water
Gardening’ on 26 September, ‘Fuchsias –Propagation, Hints
and Tips’ on 24 October, ‘Orchids’ on 28 November, and a
Christmas event on 12 December. Not forgetting, of course,
the chance to share gardening tales and tips over a sociable
cuppa at the end of the meetings. Visit the website for the full
programme: www.strathblanefield.org.uk. Meetings are at 7.30
in the Kirkrooms.
New members will find a warm welcome, so do come along,
whether you’re a beginner or a would-be Joe Swift. A year’s
subscription costs £12, and the visiting fee for non-members to
come to a meeting is £2. For more information, contact Tom
Turner (President) on 771433, or Freda Hamilton (Secretary) Susan, Marion, Sheena and Joan ready for the bus home after a great
gardening club day out at Ayr Flower Show
on 770767.

DHL

Mary Brailey

I

R

Another bird whose presence surprises
many people is a large mainly
black bird about the size of a
goose, seen occasionally flying
above the village especially
in spring and summer or in
bad weather. This is the
Cormorant, or to give
it its proper name, the
Great
Cormorant.
This bird belongs
to the great family
Pele ca n i for mes
which
includes
the
Pelicans,
G a n net s,
Cormorant
Cor mor a nt s,
Fr igatebi rds
and Tropicbirds. Of these only three species
– the Atlantic Gannet (of which more in a
future issue), the Great Cormorant and the
European Shag - are found in Scotland.
The Gannet and Shag are purely maritime
species whereas, contrary to popular
impression, the Great Cormorant,
although mainly maritime, is also an
inland resident.

ecently I have been asked by several
people to identify ‘the odd looking,
noisy, black and white birds with
long orange bills’ seen regularly over the
valley and which appear to be nesting
in some fields around here and along
the Endrick river into the Fintry area.
‘Oystercatchers,’ I reply. ‘But surely these
are shore birds and anyway where do they
get oysters to feed upon in this area?’ is the
usual, somewhat sceptical reply.
Oystercatchers are indeed shore birds
and noisy, brash, aggressive ones at that.
But they are also spectacularly successful.
The secret of success in biology is to be
versatile and adaptable. Highly specialist
species fare well until their speciality comes
under stress from competition, climate
change, altered flora and other causes,
whereupon, unless they adapt rapidly, they
may die out. Successful species on the
other hand can alter their feeding habits
or nesting techniques to encompass the
new environment thus surviving when all
around are experiencing difficulties.
Eurasian Oystercatchers are a good
example of adaptable generalists. They are
here are 39 species of Cormorants
members of the great wader family – the
worldwide and the Great Cormorant
order Charadriiformes – in which there are is the largest of all. It is also one of the
14 species of Oystercatcher. Only three of most successful of the genus being widely
the 14 occur inland,
distributed from east Canada, Greenland,
the others being
Iceland, Faeroes, Britain, Continental
Oystercatcher Europe, Africa (both coastal and on the
exclusively maritime
in habitat. The other
Great Lakes of the Rift Valley), Japan and
two species which
Australasia. Despite this success it is by
venture inland are
no means the most prevalent Cormorant
the
Magellanic
in the world as it tends to nest in small
Oystercatcher of
colonies rather than the vast sea cliff
southern
South
colonies of thousands preferred by some
America and the
of its cousins. This is a notable feature
South Island Pied
of adaptable species. It suggests that
Oystercatcher
of
when adverse changes arise it will be less
New Zealand.
affected than its more specialised colonial
Our Eurasian
nesting cousins. There are some 1,300
Oystercatcher
is
pairs breeding in the West of Scotland and
widely distributed
around 3,600 pairs in Scotland as a whole,
throughout coastal Western Europe and scattered over some 82 regular breeding
Asia to Kamchatka and China. Largely colonies. In the breeding season the
confined to coasts until the late 19th adults show a magnificent white top and
century due to their diet of shellfish (despite front to their head and a large white flank
their name they rarely eat oysters), they are spot. Most people recognise Cormorants
still predominantly shore birds today, but by the seaside where they are often seen
some adventurous members of the tribe sitting on a rock or pole with their wings
came inland, initially up river valleys, and outstretched, preening themselves. Inland
altered their diet to include such delicacies birds favour branches of trees overhanging
as earthworms and molluscs. Nesting sites fresh water – presumably to facilitate
were not a problem as they like old gravel identification of prey fish swimming past.
pits, uncultivated fields and even flat roofs
Great Cormorants feed exclusively on
in some towns. They are found in our valley fish and as such are not exactly beloved of
mainly in spring and summer, retreating in anglers. This may account for the lack of
the autumn and winter to adjacent shores breeding birds even in areas where they have
of large rivers such as the Clyde and Forth. been present throughout the year for many
A further adaptation which favours their decades. Great Cormorants are regularly
spread is longevity. Members of the species seen flying over the Clyde in central
ringed as chicks have been recovered up to Glasgow and as far up river as Hamilton,
35 years later – a prodigious feat for a wild at Hogganfield Loch and at several of the
bird of this size. Clearly Oystercatchers are midland valley lochs including Gadloch.
an avian success story. Do keep an eye out They are regular visitors to Mugdock Loch
for them next year as once again they grace and are also seen at Loch Ardinning on
our valley with their raucous calls as they several occasions most years. Due to the
settle to breed in fields and by significant increasing growth of vegetation in the latter
water courses.
it may become unsuitable in the near future

T

Gordon Jamieson
Above, primary 6 (now 7) at Alloway on the Burns
Club outing in June (see article on page 5).
Left, one of Olivia El-Attar’s winning pictures for the
P6 Burns Competition.
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Above, Philip Graves
at the halfway mark
in the SOSC fun
run. Right, marshal
Catriona Gray
looking very relaxed;
and Angus Gibson at
the finishing line.

T

his Nuthatch turned up in my
garden on Tuesday (2 September).
Nuthatches are still quite rare in
Scotland, although in recent years their
range has been spreading northwards and
they now breed in the Borders, Dumfries
and Galloway and the Motherwell area. I
suppose it was only a matter of time before
one turned up in this area and I’m delighted
it chose my garden. It fed on the nuts and fat
all afternoon, but I have not seen it since. It
may still be around, so I would urge those
interested to keep a lookout in case it or
another turns up in their garden.

as their preferred food species become
more difficult to find or indeed die off.
They feed on all species of available
fish from small fry through medium
sized flat fish to large eels. Despite their
poor reputation with anglers the evidence
suggests that the two competing groups
can easily co-exist to the benefit of all.
In winter, Cormorants will often go to
shorelines for some time but others will
spend this season exclusively at inland
waters unless they freeze over in which
case they have no alternative but to venture
to the coast to join their confrères and sit
out the bad spell.
Cormorants can live for at least twenty
years in the wild. They begin breeding at
age 3–4 years, lay clutches of around 2–4
eggs over a few days and incubate these
for about a month. The chicks fledge in
about eight weeks and are able to conduct
an independent existence at twelve weeks.
That said, ringing studies show that
about a third of birds die in the first
year of life. After that, success
of the survivors is significantly
higher. It seems that age brings a
bit of wisdom even in birds.
These
two
species
show
adaptability
to
environmental
change,
regular
exploratory
behaviour seeking new
feeding resources and
Shag
breeding sites, and
reasonable longevity,
all factors pointing
to success in the
competitive world in
which they find themselves.

Specklelation
M C Baird

S

ome weeks ago I heard a noise at
my patio door and on looking out
discovered a tiny bird lying in a
flower pot of earth. I presumed it was
dead but on looking out half an hour later
realized it was alive.
Fortunately that evening my niece and
her husband arrived; they own five caged
birds so immediately took an interest in
little Speckle as they called him.
They rigged up a little cage from
a small basket, took him home and the
following day took him to their vet. He
diagnosed a damaged wing and thought
this may have been little Speckle’s first
flight.
He looked after him for a few days and
then took him to an aviary in Ayrshire. I
am sorry I really don’t know the end of
the story but evidently if the bird’s wing
healed completely he would be released
into the wilds of Ayrshire but if not, he
would spend the rest of his life at the
aviary.
Just a pity he didn’t have the instinct
of a homing pigeon and thus find his
way back to Blanefield. Anyway, happy
ending for this tiny creature.
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Happy Birthday

To the Community Development Trust
George Thom

L

ast August a meeting was held to
establish Strathblanefield Community
Development Trust. By January
2008 The Trust had been registered with
the appropriate bodies and established
as a community-owned company with
charitable status.
The Trust was set up to facilitate access
to grants and funding not available to the
Council or Community Council and to
provide a further point of contact for willing
volunteers, so a sincere thanks to all of you
who have given time and effort.
The Trust board operates on the basis of
commissioning working groups to take on
the task of implementation of ideas.
What have we achieved in the first
year?
Established the legal structures – worthy
but dull
Established/supported four working
groups:
Greenheart, play areas
Blane Valley Carbon Neutral Group
The Blane community newspaper
The Property Group
Community survey: established a

method to fund
and deliver this
in
partnership
with the Council
and Community
Council.
The
results of this will
assist with our business planning for future
years.
Increased membership to over 120: more
welcomed – it’s only a fiver and membership
forms are available in the library!
There is a board of Directors appointed
by the membership and one new Director
(Gordon Ash) appointed by the board to
assist with communication.
The Trust is open to new ideas and
initiatives that local people wish to raise.
Our main focus over the coming months
will be to try and secure a sustainable
organisation built on the outcomes of the
survey.
We will of course keep you informed
of progress through the Blane and will be
holding an AGM with the next six to nine
months.
Any comments welcome. Please
send them to me, George Thom (cdt@
strathblanefield.org.uk).

Members of the
Blane Valley Carbon
Neutral Group get
up close to a turbine
during their August
visit to Whitelee
Wind Farm. Once
completed next year,
the farm’s 140 turbines should generate enough electricity for up to 180,000
homes.

Mugdock
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*********
Carbon-Free Ceilidh
Saturday 25 October
8pm
Edmonstone Hall
Put on those dancing shoes and
come on down to the acoustic
Carbon-Free Ceilidh. Prove you can
have a great time without (much)
electricity! Tickets £5. Organised
by the Blane Valley Carbon Neutral
Group.

A
Ward 2

Ward 1

Get your ticket in advance for the
chance to enter our prize draw!
Contact: Mary Brailey on 771613 or
email:
cn@strathblanefield.org.uk

Pure water
on tap

Strathblane

Blanefield

Paying the earth to heat your house?
Find out how you can cut your energy
costs at this drop-in event. Grants,
home insulation, solar panels, heat
pumps – this is a one-stop-shop to
find out all about them and see them
for yourself. There will be talks, stalls,
practical demonstrations and fun
activities: visit www.strathblanefield.
org.uk/carbonneutral to see the full
programme. Free event organised
by the Blane Valley Carbon Neutral
Group.

For more information or to buy tickets,
email cn@strathblanefield.org.uk or
visit www.strathblanefield.org.uk/
carbon neutral.

Left to right are
Blair
Armstrong,
George Thom, Brian
Rae and Elizabeth
Normand.

Ward 3

Energy Efficiency Fair
Saturday 25 October
10am – 5pm
Strathblane Primary School

Map showing the
three
community
council
wards.
Vacancies exist in
the Strathblane and
Mugdock
wards
(see article by the
Community Council
chairman,
Philip
Graves, on page 8).

s a society we consume vast
quantities of bottled water because
of our fear that our tap water is
not as pure as it should be. But local man,
Charlie Ward and a friend from Milngavie,
Walter Scott, plan to change that in this
area.
They have set up Pure Tap Water as a
business that installs domestic filtration
systems. You can have fresh filtered
drinking water direct from your tap. Charlie
and Walter believe that once water has
passed through one of their filter systems,
it will be fresher than any bottled water
available in the supermarkets. Their filter
system, which involves installing a separate
drinking water tap, will remove sediment,
chlorine and chlorine by-products, and
crytosporidium. Installation systems start
at £99 and filters cost £10 and require to be
changed twice a year. This makes the cost
of tap-filtered water around 2p per litre if
you consume the recommended two litres
per day per person.
More information is available at www.
puretapwater.co.uk

INDIAN SUMMER IN THE
GARDEN
Susan MacDonald

W

e can but hope for an Indian
summer as the real one has been
very wet and rather disappointing.
Autumn can be a colourful time in
the garden with lots of late flowering
perennials. It is a good idea to group these
together in one area of the garden where
they will have more impact than smaller
clumps spread about.
Here are some suggestions for late
autumn colour:
Phlox come in many shades of white
through to deep pink. The varieties
“Nora Leigh” and “Harlequin” have
the added benefit of variegated leaves,
so they are of interest and colour even
before they flower.
Asters, more commonly known as
Michaelmas Daisies, come in lovely
shades of blue-mauve as well as white
and pink and have single or double
flowers.
Heleniums give the rich reddish browns
we associate with autumn.
Anemone Japonica has lovely delicate
flowers. The ‘Honorine Jobert’ is white
with a yellow eye and the ‘September
Charm’ is a clear pink. Both of these are
recommended by the Royal Horticultural
Society.
When you are tidying up your borders

at the end of the season remember to
gather some of the seed heads left on any
perennials. Dry them off, put in an envelope
with a note of their name and keep them
until next spring when they can be re-sown.
Another way of increasing your stock is to
split up any large clumps of plants and replant in a different place in your garden. If
you still have too much, put in a pot and
pass to friends. When splitting up plants,
remember to use the outside growth rather
than the older centre piece.
If you have a greenhouse, bring in
your tender plants before the first frost.
Take cuttings of tender perennials such
as Pelargoniums, Osteospermums and
Salvias. Cut them back to about 10cm and
put them somewhere like a well lit shed,
cool greenhouse or unheated room. Keep
watering to a minimum and come the
spring they will burst back into life.
Give protection to any tender plants that
are too big to take inside by wrapping them
in hessian or horticultural fleece or apply a
heavy mulch or layer of straw.
Why not make your own leaf mould?
Collect all your fallen leaves into a black
plastic bag, tie loosely, punch a few holes in
the sides and put behind the shed or under
the hedge out of the way. After a year you
will have a lovely crumbly leaf mould to
dig into your soil.
The next two months is the time for
planting bulbs either in pots or in the garden
for early colour next year. The choice
improves year after year and bulbs are
now in the garden centres. Try something
different this year. I can recommend

PLANTS FOR PRESENTS
Julie Edmonstone

E

very year about now thoughts of
Christmas begin to niggle at the
back of one’s mind and every
year I personally wilt at the thought
of finding something new, different
and exciting for relations who can’t
be given money but have to get
‘something’!
It came to me suddenly in the middle
of the night. For those with gardens or
patios why not send a catalogue and
gift voucher from one of our excellent
Nursery Gardens who specialise in mail
order. Choosing what they want for their
own patch will make the gift easy for you
and fun for them!
There are, of course, a plethora of UK
mail order nurseries to be found on www.
thegardeningwebsite.co.uk and www.
gardenvisit.com, but in the interests of
patriotism and plant survival, here are
Scotland’s best and all well worth a visit.
You can’t go wrong with roses and
not only are Cockers in Aberdeen ‘By
Royal Appointment’ I also feel reassured
that being acclimatised to our weather
their roses will fare better than their
softer southern cousins. The catalogue
is colourful and temptingly descriptive
– a pleasure to send! Visit www.roses.
uk.com.

To
commemorate
all sorts of
occasions,
anniversa r ies,
big birthdays
etc. a tree or
ornamental
shrub makes a
superb present
and I recommend The Tree Nursery
(Ardkinglas Estate Nurseries) at Loch
Fyne, who have a large selection. www.
scottishtrees.co.uk. For fruit trees and
bushes go to J. Tweedie Fruit Trees,
Mayfield Road Nursery, Terregles,
Dumfries DG2 9TH tel: 01387 720 880
For rhododendron lovers you can’t
do better than the famous Cox family of
Glendoick Nursery and Garden Centre on
the Perth–Dundee road: www.glendoick.
com. There are so many varieties that
the catalogue may seem daunting to non
experts, but it will keep the recipient quiet
for ages!
Binny Plants in West Lothian – owned
by the ever-popular Billy Carruthers – is
another very reputable mail order service
with a large selection of perennials,
grasses and ferns: www.binnyplants.
co.uk
Two highly respected nurseries in
the Borders with efficient mail order

Camassias which
are striking plants
about 3ft tall
with star shaped
flowers in soft
blue or white.
Crinum
x
Powellii is a bulb
that flowers in
late summer or
autumn, with leafless flower stems which
bear heads of fragrant, widely funnelshaped pink flowers approximately 3ft
high. Alliums provide a bit of drama in a
border with their purple drum-stick heads
on tall wiry stems, some up to 4ft high.
I always like to give my garden a good
tidy up at the end of the summer before the
weather turns really wet and cold. Then I
can sit back and relax through the worst
of the winter, enjoying all those tempting
gardening catalogues and looking forward
to next year and how to have an even better
garden of flowers.

cautionary tale

A

very large transporter carrying luxury
cars got stuck on a small bridge a mile
or two south of Skegness in Lincolnshire
recently. It had been driven all the way
from Turkey and the driver had taken the
precaution of using a SatNav to guide him
to his destination.
The bridge in question was just outside
a tiny hamlet called Gibraltar. Yes, you
guessed it! One would have thought that he
might have questioned why he had to cross
the English Channel and that he would,
as a long distance lorry driver, have been
familiar with maps.

services are Lambertons of Berwick–
w w w. l a m b e r t o n n u r s e r y. c o. u k– a n d
Edrom Nurseries, Eyemouth: www.
edromnurseries.co.uk.
Another well-known figure is Michael
Wickenden of Cally Gardens in Gatehouse
of Fleet, who grows thousands of unusual
perennials as well as some rare shrubs
and conservatory plants, all beautifully
displayed in this famous walled garden.
The catalogue is not illustrated, but a
mine of good things for those in the know:
www.callygardens.co.uk.
Abriachan Nursery is also a lovely
hillside garden overlooking Loch Ness
with a comprehensive selection of plants –
especially primulas and hardy geraniums
– in their catalogue (not illustrated):
www.lochnessgarden.com.
Finally, two of Scotland’s finest
plantswomen, who both run excellent
nurseries and mail order – Stella Rankin
of Kevock Garden Plants in Midlothian,
which won the Best in Show at Gardening
Scotland
(www.kevockgardens.co.uk),
and the perennially gifted Elizabeth
MacGregor of Ellenbank Nurseries in
Kircudbright DG6 4UU (telephone for a
catalogue on 01557 330 620).
The ‘Flowers of Scotland’ are all there so
perhaps we should ‘think again’ for Christmas!
The only trouble is that it is almost impossible
not to send for some treasures of our own.
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Letters to the editor
From Lilian Law, Inchinnan

From Wendy A Ross, Australia

Post office Building
ith regard to Archie McCallum’s letter
in the June issue of The Blane, his
memory is spot on. The tall building on the
right was most certainly the Post Office, run
by Mrs McNeil and her family.
I am almost certain that the low building
adjoining the Post Office was a small house
occupied by the Murray family, the entrance
to this being in the lane that Archie mentions,
separating it from Brown’s Garage and
Butchers shop, and next again was Granny
Woods sweetie shop, very popular with us
kids.
I remember Mrs Haddow in the little white
house opposite the Post Office; my memory
lets me down regarding the evacuees, but I
do remember Mrs Haddow ran tap dancing
classes for us little girls - great fun; I wonder
how many of us are still tapping?
That picture certainly took me back; I can
see my Grandmother’s front window in the
building just beyond the post office.
Malcolm Kincaid
I was really sad to read about Malcolm’s
death; he and Helen were our neighbours in
the Black Lawn. I have fond memories of
them; Helen was a lovely person. I live near
Erskine Hospital and walk in the grounds
most days. Had I known Malcolm was there,
I’d have loved to have a chat with him. I
barely remember his two little girls, but my
condolences and best wishes go out to them.

y gr.gr.gr.grandfather was James
Stirling, born in Strathblane, 6
March, 1774; baptized in Edenkiln by
Rev. Archibald Smith. James Stirling,
(shoemaker) married Janet Buchannan/
MacGreggor (weaver) in 1800. They
had 10 children.
In later life he became the founder
of the Scottish Temperance League
in Milngavie in 1830. After his death
in 1856, an obelisk dedicated to his
memory was erected over his grave at
the New Kilpatrick Churchyard. It is
still standing there.
In 1857 a book entitled “The
Gloaming of Life, a Memoir of James
Stirling,” written by Rev. Alexander
Wallace was published, followed by an
illustrated edition in 1874, one hundred
years after his birth.
The book describes the life and
times of James Stirling and his family
while residing in the area. Living in
abject poverty with fourteen siblings,
he attended school in Strathblane for
just two years, from the age of five to
seven years when he was sent to work
as a herd-boy in the Campsie Hills, for
the publican of the Strathblane Kirk
House.
The book also describes the frequent
drunken brawls in the tavern, in which
he was to partake himself in later years,
before his reformation to abstinence. On

From Archie McCallum, Canada

From Jean Keddie

I

O

W

had a recorded ‘phone call from
Strathblane, person unknown, advising me
that the small house west of the Post Office in
Edenkiln was rented to the Ms. Lenzies and
to a Mr. Duffy in the thirties. It was used,
apparently, as a holiday cottage.

From Andy Griffiths

I

live in Strathblane in a detached house on
the edge of Mugdock Moor.
At the weekend, I was in the house with my
partner when I heard her calling in shrieking
tones, “come and look it’s raining worms”.
Sure enough when I went through to
the living room, there were small piles of
earthworms on the front patio. I went outside
onto the front patio and there were small
clumps of worms (some dead, some alive
and some in bits) splattered across the patio.
I checked around the house and there were
also similar piles of earthworm at the back
of the house. It had recently been raining but
not particularly heavy rain.
The pattern of spread of the worms was
such that it looked as if they had come from
the sky... a line across the back garden/house
then front garden. Our first suspect was a
goose or duck that had crashed into the house
and spilled worms in its gullet?? But do they
consume earthworms ...rather than pond
worms?
I see from the internet that there have
been one or two examples of this in the
USA.
Have there been worm showers elsewhere,
or is there some other explanation?
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M

n 17 August I celebrated my 90th
birthday at Gamesley, 44 Glasgow
Road, the house where I was born (see
page 2). Kenneth, Shona and Scott (Muir)
provided a meal for fifteen members of
the family. I want say many thanks to
everyone for the lovely gifts and cards
received on that day.

many occasions Rachel, the wife of the
publican, fled weeping to the solitude
of the graveyard at the rear of the Kirk
House.
The writer also recalls the beauty of
the “Blane” with a stand of Plane trees
in the graveyard; the lofty Campsie Hills
immediately behind the Tavern and the
sweeping vistas to the south and west,
with the Tavern itself, a smart whitewashed, single storey cottage, to the
side of the Strathblane parish church.
My questions to you are: is the church
still standing; is the graveyard still
behind the Inn or lost under extensions
to the building; are any headstones
remaining and if so, are the inscriptions
recorded at any of the local councils?
As statutory registration was not
introduced until 1855, the burials I am
seeking, to the best of my knowledge,
would be in the parish registers. My
problem is to establish which council
holds which parish register.
The burials
Father: James Stirling snr. Died January,
1792. Buried at Strathblane.
Mother: Jean Stirling nee Drysdale.
Died c.1817. Old Relief Church. Rev.
Alex. M’Naughton.
Wife: Janet Stirling nee Buchannan/
MacGreggor. Died 1845/6, age 70 years.
Possibly at Milngavie.
Hoping you can be of assistance and
in anticipation of your reply.
On 21 August a party for friends
in the village was also provided by
Kenneth, Shona and Scott at Gamesley.
I would like to say many thanks again
for the kindness, also for cards and gifts
received from friends. Many thanks
also to Strathblane Bowling Club and
to Strathblane Parish Church for their
kindness in remembering the special day.
Many thanks to everyone.

KING’S TOMB COVER TO BE
REPAIRED
Vandals damage James iii’s tomb

R

Rebecca Hamilton, Marketing Manager, Historic Scotland

epairs are to be carried out on the section of King James III’s tomb cover recently
vandalised at Cambuskenneth Abbey.
The shattered section of the Tournai marble cover will be removed from the
tower of the abbey church and taken to the Historic Scotland conservation centre in
Edinburgh. The damage was done earlier this month when a piece of the stone that had
already been cracked by vandals earlier in the year was broken into many pieces.
Richard Welander, Historic Scotland Head of Collections, said: “I am very pleased
that the experts at our conservation centre believe they can repair the shattered section
of the tomb cover. ‘What’s sad is that due to vandals we will have to invest an estimated
£2,000 in staff time and materials in undoing the damage. We also feel that it is wise to
temporarily lock away the rest of the tomb cover to keep it safe from attack.”
The bell tower door is being kept locked until the removal has been carried out. The
other sections of the tomb cover will then be moved elsewhere on the site where they can
be kept under lock and key.
● The tomb cover is of blue Tournai marble, but is otherwise quite plain. It would
originally have had a brass effigy of the king on top.
● It is a very rare survival of a Scottish medieval royal tomb. The grave site itself is in
the nave of the abbey.
● Cambuskenneth Abbey belonged to the Augustinian canons and was the scene of
Robert the Bruce’s parliament in 1326.
● The abbey is unstaffed but the bell tower remains locked overnight. It is a mile east of
Stirling off the A907 and is open in summer only.
● James III was born in 1451 and came to the throne in 1460 after his father was killed
by an exploding cannon. James married Princess Margaret of Norway/Denmark with the
promise of a large dowry from King Kristian I. As much of the dowry remained unpaid
Scotland annexed Orkney and Shetland. James III fell out with his nobles and was defeated
in battle at Sauchieburn in 1488. The king fled but fell from his horse, took shelter with a
miller and his wife, but was killed under circumstances that remain unclear.

Did you know?

Murray O’Donnell

S

trathblane Parish Church: the present
building was built in 1803 and
renovated in 1870 and the earliest
gravestone in the kirkyard is dated 1482.
The daughter of King Robert the 3rd

From Iain Grieve, Ayrshire

I

Craigallian Fire
thought I would let you know that my brother
and I have located the site of the Craigallian
Fire (see Blane articles - February 2005 and
March 2006). Through a letter in the Sunday
Post we were put in contact (through Jenny
Nimlin) with a chap called Tom McGuinness
who lives in Milngavie. He is now 85 and blind
but was a ‘Fire-sitter’ towards the end of it. We
met him in Mugdock, and with his ‘minder’,
Jack Williamson, he took us to the spot.
It lies right at the left-hand side of the WHW
path (going North) just between an old dyke and
a wee burn coming down off Carbeth hill (the
only burn there is). The burn isn’t marked on
modern OS maps. As I was pulling away some
moss and turf from what I thought was an old
fire rock, I uncovered a fine old red sandstone
slab about 3 ft by 2 ft which has clearly been
placed there at some time as a marker. There
is no inscription on it. I have placed a little A4
‘flag’ in a sleeve by the slab with a few words
on it for the meantime for any curious passer-by
(and there were a few while we were there!)
William and I are going to investigate
getting a small plaque made with a suitable

were
discovered.
The minister at that
time,
Rev James
Pearson, recorded at
Strathblane Manse
on 26 October 1844
that a tooth which
fell from the jaw of
the Lady Mary “is in my possession as an
interesting family relic”.
In 1714, a marriage being held in the
church, the bridegroom caused a newly dug
grave to be filled with earth alleging that it
was unlucky to be married where there was
an empty grave. For this understandable
action he was rebuked by the all powerful
kirk session.

A

Left to right: Jack Williamson, Tom
McGuinness, my brother William, Dave
Graham (a Director of Scotways) and myself.
inscription and attaching it to the slab, subject
to permission from the landowner. It was the
general consensus of the ‘company’ that a wee
ceremony (and a small fire!) to mark this would
be in order. Already some of the Fire’s surviving
generation have expressed interest according
to Tom - names which I had almost forgotten
from childhood.

Leonardo da
Vinci in Stirling

The Church of Strathblane taken from John
Guthrie Smith’s book, “The Parish of Strathblane.
Princess Mary Stewart, sister of King James
the 1st, who was married to Sir William
Edmonstone, is buried underneath one
of the aisles within the church. This was
confirmed when the grave was examined,
and the remains of a male and female

strange case is described in the session
records of 1723 as this extract from
John Guthrie Smith’s book, “The Parish of
Strathblane” shows:
“At the Session, 1st December, 1723,
another case of superstition appears. It is
thus recorded in the Session Records:‘This day reported by the Minister that
there was a flagrant report that on one or
other of the days of September or October
last qn Elz Stephen had a horse dyen of
some disease and people standing about
the horse Catherine Cameron in Easter
Cult came and called for a catt and caused
William McEldo Elizabeth Stevens servant
stand on the one side of the horse while
she stood on the other side and she gave
the catt over the horse back to him and he
gave the catt under the horse belly to her
and so they put the catt three times round
about the horse and the horse Immediately

Ten of the Royal Collection’s finest drawings
by the Renaissance master Leonardo da Vinci
will travel to four museums and galleries
across the United Kingdom in 2008-9. The
exhibition, which will be supported by the
Friends of the Smith, will visit The Stirling
Smith Art Gallery and Museum in Stirling
from 9 August to 2 November 2008.

Recovered.
‘The Session appoint her to be
summoned before them against the fifth of
this instant.’
‘December 5, 1723. This day Catherine
Cameron being called compeared and
confessed as was libelled and said that she did
it in ignorance having seen it done before and
that it had been very troublesome to her since
and that she would never do the like of it again;
she being removed, the Session found it was
a real charm and a piec of great wickedness
and having ripely considered the affair yn
regard that she was a poor ignorant woman not
being capable of reading the Scriptures, and
that she had made an Ingenious Confession
and that there appeered to be a change in her
conversation to the better for some time and that
it was the first time that ever she was attacted
for any thing scandellous they Judged it most
convenient that she should be called before the
Session the next Sabbath and gravely Rebuked
and that this Censur should be Intimate to
the Congregation by the Minr and the people
Informed of the evill of such prodiges and
admonished to guard against them and to be
told that if ever any of them be found guilty
of such actions in time Coming they will be
prosecuted with the highest censures of the
Church and delated to the Civill Magistrate to
be punished by them it being criminal. Shee
being called in this was Intimate unto her and
she was summoned Apud Data to compear
before the Session the next Sabbath.
This was duly done, and William McEldo,
who had assisted her in working the charm,
was also ‘gravely admonished.’”
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Tales from the Museum of Transport
The Stanley Steamer
Robert S Davy

S

itting in the modern cars section of
the Museum of Transport is a Stanley
Steamer Model 735, 7-seater sedan
built in 1919. This is a very unique vehicle.
At first glance the Stanley Steamer
appears to be like many other automobiles
of its era, but below its bonnet lies a novel
steam engine designed and built in Newton
MA, USA by identical twin brothers Francis
G. and Freeland O. Stanley in the late 1890s.
The brothers had initially manufactured ‘the
Stanley Dry Plate’, a very important advance
for photographers of that day. They sold
their dry-plate business to Eastman Kodak
in 1897 for 1 million dollars and immersed
themselves in the design and manufacture of
‘Stanley Steamers’.
In those early years there were many
more attempts to build a steam car than those
utilising internal combustion engines. Steam
was a tried and tested means of propulsion
and in fact there were 125 makes of steamers
built in the years before 1905. The Stanleys
could not imagine why anyone would buy
an internal combustion engine (or internal
explosive) engine as they called it. By 1908
production of Stanley Steamers reached 800
per year, selling at 850 dollars. By this time
they were far ahead of their competitors in
smoothness and silent operation (the only
noise being the hiss of steam).

S
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tanleys were fuelled with petrol or
kerosene and were actually external
combustion engines. The steam boiler
generated vast quantities of power stored
for later use on demand, unlike an internal
combustion engine that had to produce
power on demand. The steam-powered
car was therefore much more efficient than
its competitors. The steam was generated
in drum-shaped boilers, about 60cm in
diameter which were exceptionally strong,
being strengthened with three layers of
piano wire (this was the method which was
used to strengthen the muzzles of cannons).
So good was the design that no Stanley
boiler was ever documented as having
exploded.
The advantages of the steam-powered
car lay in its simplistic construction and the
fact that it was virtually pollution free. There
were only 37 moving parts (compare that to
your modern car with over 900). There was
no gearbox or clutch, no need for expensive
computer-controlled ignition systems, and
the Stanley could travel as fast in reverse
as in forward gear. Because the steam car
always stored steam it meant that pulling
away or overtaking could be achieved
without the necessity for a gearbox.
As far as speed was concerned, the
Stanley in its day had no equal. A Stanley
car set a land speed record of 127mph
in 1906 and the following year one was
clocked at nearly 150mph at Ormond Beach,
now called Daytona Beach, before crashing.
Hill climbing was also no problem and the
cars had won many Mount Washington hill
climbs.
Although still staying far ahead of
the competition in smoothness and silent

operation, by 1909 there
were more petrol cars
registered in the State of
Massachusetts than there
were Stanley Steamers. The
brothers, however, would
not
compromise
their
product, but the industry
was starting to outgrow
them. Only 16,000 Stanleys
were built in over 20 years,
whereas by the mid-1920s
over 15 million Model Ts
had been built by Henry
Ford. In 1924 a Stanley 740
D sedan cost 3950 dollars
when a Model T cost 500
dollars. The brothers on the other hand were
said to refuse to sell a car to someone who
‘had the wrong attitude’!
The following extract is taken from a list
of FAQs for potential owners of a Stanley
Steamer:
Q “Can my wife drive this car?”
A “Yes she can drive with less physical
effort and less anxiety than any other
car. Not only that, but there will be no
embarrassment from torn shoes and
gloves from clutching and gear shifting.
In addition, you will find that when she is
on the road with the car, you yourself are
not nervous lest she stall the motor, she
has stored power at her command with
only the throttle to operate and this gives
her a sense of complete mastery.”
So, who can argue with that, the ideal
woman’s car?!

Martin McCallum

T

In 1917 the brothers sold their interest to
Prescott Warren and the last Stanley Steamer
was produced in 1926. However, 600 still
exist and Natalie Wood can be seen driving
one in the film “The Great Race”. These
are all that remain of a technology that, had
different choices been made, might have
relegated the internal combustion engine to
today’s collectors and museums.
As a postscript, in the late 1960s and
1970s, the US government was actively
pursuing alternative fuels and propulsion
methods for automobiles, especially after the
first upheavals in the Middle East. The project
had the backing of William P Lear (who had
recently sold his Lear jet aeroplane company).
Another goal was to reduce pollution (would
you believe) and steam autos received much
attention as they were largely pollution free.
Just as the problems were being worked out,
attention waned, government funding sources
dried up and by the 1980s the experiments
ceased. Cheap oil was flowing again.

Balfron amenity
site revamped

S

tirling Council has completed
improvements to the former civic
amenity site in Balfron to convert it
into a more accessible Household Waste
Recycling Centre (HWRC) accepting a wider
range of materials for recycling.
The number of recycling skip containers
has been doubled and access to these has been
improved via wider fixed walkways. The site
now has skips to recycle garden waste, wood
and chipboard, and mixed metals. A skip
for mixed household waste (no commercial
waste please) also is available.
New signage around the HWRC will direct
users to the designated areas for Electrical
Items, TVs and monitors, Computers, Fridges/
Freezers, Bicycles, Car batteries, Engine Oil,
Gas bottles, Cardboard (with tape and staples
removed), Tetrapak food and drink cartons,
textiles, shoes, handbags, cans, glass bottles
and jars, paper of all kinds, CDs, Books,
DVDs and VHS tapes.
The Balfron HWRC is located in
Dunkeld Court (beside the Fire Station and
behind the Co-operative). Opening hours
are Monday through Friday 5:00 pm to 8:00
pm and Saturdays 10:00 am to 2:00 pm. An
attendant will be on site to provide assistance
to residents on the new layout and operating
procedures.

Mountain Rescue

Councillor Colin O’Brien emphasises
the recycling message; and now we can
include plastic bottles in our blue bins.
But please crush them and add the caps.
esidents in all Stirling Council
rural areas will be able to
recycle any
type of plastic bottle
in their weekly
kerbside recycling
collection
from
Monday 15 September.
The main advice for
residents presenting bottles for collection is
to give them a quick rinse in cold water, then
compress the bottle. When it’s squashed, put the
lid back on if possible to keep the air out. This
makes a very big difference in the amounts that
can be collected at one time; this is especially
relevant for 1-litre and larger plastic bottles.

R

he past few months have been quite
quiet, perhaps due to the large amount
of rain this year, but perhaps people are
also becoming more careful in the hills. One
recent rescue did, however, highlight a major
source of problems in the hills – inadequate
footwear. The team was called out to the
Whangie (Queen’s View) for a lady with a
reported broken ankle. When we got there
we found an eighteen-year-old casualty with
a fracture to her right ankle. We discovered
she had previously broken her left ankle on
two occasions and this was the fourth time
she had broken the right. Despite this history
of trouble she had chosen to walk that day
wearing a pair of baseball boots, affording
no ankle support. We recovered her from the

hill in a stretcher and she was taken to
hospital in the waiting ambulance.
Good footwear is an essential
piece of hill-walking equipment,
and not just for the higher hills and
Munros. Many local walks, such as
the Whangie and Dumgoyne, require
strong, supporting footwear as the
uneven and steep terrain is capable
of producing fairly serious injuries.
Every year we have accidents locally,
some quite serious, where inadequate
footwear has played a major part.
The archetypal ‘good footwear’ is
a pair of ‘stout walking boots’. These
are generally thought of by many
people as a very rigid-soled boot, with high,
stiff leather uppers that will generally give
you blisters for the first few months you wear
them. Modern boots are, however, very light
and may also be made of a softer fabric such
as cordura or a composite of leather and other
materials. I personally tend to choose very
lightweight boots as they say that ‘one pound
on the feet is like ten on the back’. The choice of
upper is down to personal preference. Leather
boots generally last longer but are often harder
to break in and require regular maintenance.
Fabric boots do not last quite as long, but are
often more comfortable from first wear, with
a leather/fabric composite becoming popular
nowadays. Many boots also have a goretex
or eVent liner: this certainly improves its

Stupidity causes danger

T

he contents of Stirling’s
brown bins are causing
concern
as
some
residents are filling them
with an array of rogue items
that are not compostable.
Black bags of rubbish,
plastic sheeting, extension
leads, plastic wading pools
and cement blocks were
clearly evident in a recent
analysis of items removed
from household brown bins.
The contents of Brown bins
are composted at Lower
Polmaise, and the presence
of these rogue items could
endanger
employees,
cause damage to expensive Some of the contents of brown bins that are causing
equipment and lower the serious problems for Council staff.
quality of compost produced.
Brown
bins,
collected
fortnightly, are only to be used for “green waste” like grass, leaves, small branches and
cardboard with tape and staples removed.
In the months from April 2008, Stirling Council has paid over £17,000 to landfill the
255 tonnes of contaminants from residents’ brown bins rejected from the composting
process. These costs will continue to rise unless action is taken.

waterproof qualities but lessens breathability,
often making the feet sweat.
The sole unit is probably the most
important part of the boot. It need not be
totally rigid, indeed this is really only required
for climbing, but the actual sole should be
made of a material that gives a good grip.
Many cheaper boots have soles made from
manmade plastic type materials and these can
become very slippy in wet conditions. A more
‘rubbery’ sole tends to be better and a wellknown sole manufacturer such as Vibram or
Skywalk is worth
looking at.

O

ne final point
to consider
is whether to
wear boots or
trainers. Many
ma nufact u rer s
now
produce
very high quality
trainers, or even
sandals,
that
can be worn on
the hill. These
have very good
sole units and
are often waterproof. However, it is really
down to personal preference. If you know
that you have weak ankles, or a history of
twisting your ankle (ex-five-a-side football
players like myself are a good example of
this), then boots are probably the best way to
go. Many younger people, however, are still
quite flexible and can cope with the flexing
that takes place when walking on uneven
ground.
Footwear is a very personal choice.
Fortunately, nowadays there are many retailers
who have experienced staff, in some cases
footwear specialists, who can advise you of
what is best for you and help find the best fit.
Some retailers will allow you to return boots
that do not fit, provided they have only been
worn around the house, allowing you added
time to check if they fit properly. (Although
be prepared to get into bother at home for
marking the floors with your black-soled
boots) It is generally best to buy your boots in
a shop making sure that they fit properly and
are suitable rather than ordering a pair from the
internet just to save a few pounds. Remember,
a good, well-fitting pair of boots will become
your best friend and it is worth spending some
time to get the right pair for you.
Top tip:
•

Plea to the Council

A

s the facilities improve at Balfron,
we include, below, a copy of a letter
from Jane Early to the Council
about the restrictions in access.
Dear Sir,
Civic Amenity Service Balfron

We are delighted at the next step in the
development of the above facility, but

wonder at the limited opening hours.
As more people work shifts
and take early retirement, more people
would use the facility during the day, thus
reducing the need to queue at the limited
opening times.
Could consideration be given to
opening during the day one day a week for
a trial period? This may help to discourage
fly tipping.
Yours faithfully, J. Early

•
•

•

A major cause of blisters is when feet
sweat. It is always worth buying good
quality socks. Beware of those with high
nylon content: these often rub and cause
blisters. A few simple tips to help prevent
blisters are:
Spray your feet with anti-perspirant for a
few days before a walk
Take a face cloth on the walk and when
you stop for lunch take your socks off and
dry your feet. Putting a clean pair of socks
on at this time can also give a big boost to
how you feel.
Sprinkle some talcum on your feet before
putting your socks on.
ENJOY YOUR WALKING
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Christmas Wines
John Boyle

C

hristmas will soon be upon us and
the following can be easily made
and, if started now, should be ready
just in time for the festivities.
Sultana Sherry for all the sherry lovers
INGREDIENTS
metric imperial
Sultanas or white raisins 500g
1lb
Grapes			
500g
1lb
Barley			
250g
½lb
Sugar			
1.5kg 2½lb
Citric Acid		
½tsp
½tsp
Water			
4.5litre 1gall
Sherry yeast and nutrient
1 sachet of yeast				
1 teaspoon nutrient
					
Method
Soak the barley overnight in ½ pint of

extra water and the next day mince both
the barley and the sultanas. Bring water
to boil and pour it over the mixture then
crush the grapes manually and add to
mixture. Stir in the sugar and make sure
it is all dissolved. Allow to cool to just
tepid then introduce the nutrient acid and
yeast. Ferment, closely covered, for 10 days
stirring vigorously daily (this allows the
release of the CO2 gas and helps the wine
to clear) Strain into demijohns and fit air
locks. Leave until bubbles cease to pass
through air lock or if using a hydrometer
when the specific gravity reaches 1000.
Time will vary according to temperature.
If you can maintain a constant temperature
of 21deg wine should be ready to drink in
about 1 month.
Christmas Punch
For those of you who like punch here is
an excellent recipe:

Rub eight pieces of lump sugar on
two big lemons collecting all the fragrant
essential oil possible. Put the lumps in
a bright saucepan with a ¼ teaspoon of
ground cinnamon; add ¼ teaspoon of
grated nutmeg and ground cloves mixed
together and a fair pinch of salt. Put in 250
mls/8oz of brandy and Jamaica rum and
add 475mls/16oz of boiling water. Add the
juice of two lemons, heat up the mixture
in the pan to just before boiling and strain
through a muslin cloth in a colander or
sieve into a bowl. Add 1 pint of white wine,
preferably sparkling, and serve with a
pineapple cube in each glass.
More recipes for this time of the year
are:Festive punch, milk punch, basic
punch, ruby delight, whisky and ginger ale,
Irish cream, hot coffee rum, island magic,
angelica liqueur, advocaat.
If anyone would like more information
on any recipe please contact me on
771027.

MALAWIANS COME TO BLANEFIELD
Jill Williams

D
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uring June 2008 we said “Njirani!”
(Welcome!) to a group of Malawian
students and teachers who travelled
over to Scotland as part of an exchange
partnership between Balfron High School
and Robert Laws Secondary School,
Embangweni, Malawi. The visit followed
the trip to Malawi which took place in June
2007 (see the Blane issue 29 page 12).
As a result of phenomenal fundraising by
pupils at Balfron High School, the costs of
the Malawians’ flights and excursions were
covered, and the group of four students and
five teachers, including the headteacher,
Mr Augustine Chirambo, stayed with host
families in different villages. We were
lucky enough to be able to host one of
the students, Hendrina Msuku (15), and
also staying in Blanefield was one of the
teachers, Collina Tchongwe.
During the visit the teachers from the
two schools had discussions about teaching
and learning methods, and the Malawian
teachers and students joined classes at
Balfron High School throughout the visit.
However, there was also time for numerous
outings and activities arranged by the
school, including a day in Edinburgh, and
visits to a local farm, Glasgow Science
Centre, and the David Livingstone Centre
in Blantyre. There was also an activities
weekend at Ardmay House, and an
afternoon out at Loch Lomond. In order
to maximise the number of links between
Robert Laws students and those at Balfron
High School, the visiting students had
different “buddies” in school and for the
Ardmay House weekend, as well as those in
their host families. The Malawian visitors
were also able to renew their friendships
with the Balfron students from the 2007
exchange, who took part in some of the
excursions.
When the Malawians were not involved
in these excursions, they had other activities
in the different “host” villages. Hendrina
joined in enthusiastically with the Youth

Club in Strathblane, and
she and Miss Tchongwe
also visited the Scripture
Union Club at the
primary school for their
annual summer picnic
at the playpark. There
was also a “Songs of
Praise” at Killearn Kirk
(briefly outdoors then
driven in by the rain!).
On another evening
the Malawian visitors
entertained us with a
traditional
Malawian
meal – nsima (a “staple”
made of maize meal) and
dende (accompaniments
including
cabbage
and beans in tomato Julie Ross and Bethan Williams with Hendrina Msuku and
sauce).
Despite
the Nancy Malata at Balfron High School.
busy programme we
also enjoyed family time at home with internet connection – 60 miles away by
Hendrina, who was a great guest with bus! Being involved with the exchange,
an infectious sense of humour, who took and having Hendrina to stay with us, was
everything amazingly calmly in her stride. incredibly rewarding. Malawi has the
She loved trying to teach us some words nickname “the warm heart of Africa”, and
of Chitumbuka, listening to music with we would definitely second that!
Bethan and her friends, and playing on the
Wii at the Youth Club. She also loved to
study. When someone asked innocently
enough, “Would you like to go to college?”,
.A.G.S.
(Third
Age
Group
she gave them a funny look and replied,
Strathendrick)
is
for
all
over
50s
in the
“It’s my dream!” In Malawi, although
Strathendrick Area. Our purpose is to
primary education is free and available to keep mind and body active by travelling to
all, only about 20% of children go on to somewhere of interest at least once a month.
secondary school, and the number able to
Family and friends of members are
go on to University is tiny.
allowed to come on trips. We pick up at village
bus stops including the Kirkhouse Inn. Prices
ll too soon it was time for our farewell vary from £8–£30 (paid on the day).
evening – Scottish and Malawian
TAGS organises a daytrip once a month
music, a ceilidh, and a Burns night and as many as six foreign holidays each year.
meal. The partnership between Balfron Because the group has so many members
High School and Robert Laws School is — up to 50 go on each holiday — fabulous
ongoing – plans are in hand for the next discounts can be negotiated.
We will give more information in the next
visit to Malawi. It is also hoped to set up
an email link between the two schools, to issue. Meanwhile, contact Joan McPherson at
make communication easier and quicker. joanmacp@aol.com or phone 449253, or visit
Currently Robert Laws School has an www.tag-strathendrick.org.

Life begins at 50

T

A

Retirement of
Jean Henderson

Jennifer Cunningham, Headteacher

O

n 27th June 2008, Jean Henderson
retired from Strathblane Primary
School where she had been a school
helper for 22 years.
Jean started to work at the school with
the then Headteacher Gibby Middleton.
When I was appointed to the post, he spoke
warmly of her skills as an auxiliary and
of her contribution to the school in many
ways. I soon came to realise that Jean was
worth her weight in gold.
Jean’s approach to her work was simple
– she just loved it!
Coming to school to work with the
children and her colleagues was what she
enjoyed most. She missed the children
during the holidays and was always happy
to be starting a new school year.
Jean was particularly good with the new
primary 1 entrants and always had time for
a cuddle and a chat when a wee one was
missing Mum or had lost a sweatshirt!
She paid special attention to the little ones
at lunchtime making sure that they had
collected all they needed and helping with
any trays that seemed to be too heavy for a
five-year–old to carry. She encouraged the
children to try new tastes from the Salad
Bar and was quick to alert parents when
someone was not eating all their lunch or
could make a better choice from the menu.
Uneaten sandwiches always had to go
home so that parents could monitor what

Jean Henderson (seated) receives a book
of memories compiled by all the children
and staff, from Jennifer Cunningham,
Headteacher, Claire Lanigan and Frances
Ritchie. The girls are former pupils and
now work with Out of School Care.
their child was eating – woe betide anyone
who tried to put uneaten sandwiches in the
bin!
Jean used her negotiating skills very
effectively on many an occasion

VACANCY
BREAKFAST CLUB
SUPERVISOR

Cuthbertson &
Strathblane
Reunite

There is a vacancy at the Primary
School for a supervisor for the
Breakfast Club. The duties are:

Aidan Wardle, Niall Ewart &
Thomas Mitchell

O

n the day of Thursday June 5th
2008 it was a big day for us,
Strathblane, because Cuthbertson
Primary School (just P5) came and
visited for the day.
Before they came we
put up a banner saying
WELCOME
CUTH BERTSON
PRIMARY SCHOOL.
When they arrived
we teamed up with our
buddies and had juice
and biscuits. After that
we went for a walk to
the football field, but
some people went to the
park, we had a football
match Cuthbertson v
Strathblane.
Once we had our
play we went back and had our lunch, and
had another play in the playground. The
other classes got to meet Cuthbertson.
When we came in we went to the ICT
room to watch a DVD that both of our
schools were in about what makes a true
Scot. After, we did a tour of the school
that they really enjoyed. Then it was time
for them to leave.

when playground disagreements arose. She
was scrupulous about listening to both
sides of the story and would go out of her
way to investigate any incidents. Children
valued the fact that she was always fair and
just and took time to find out the truth.
Jean also contributed to the smooth
running of the establishment in many quiet
but effective ways. At Christmas time the
office would be full of costumes to be
altered with pupils lining up to have angels
halos sorted and shepherds hems stitched.
The school calendar was Jean’s baby
– production started before the October
Break and was ready in time for the
Christmas Craft Fair. The proceeds from
the Calendar contributed greatly to school
funds.
Jean will be greatly missed by all her
colleagues – she had such a positive attitude
and nothing was too much trouble. She
had super problem solving skills – from
wielding the glue gun on a cupboard shelf
to mending a pair of broken glasses - and
if she didn’t have the answer then Ivan, her
husband, was roped in to help!
The children will miss her motherly
touch and her genuine interest in all their
activities and achievements.
However Jean is now entitled to some
time for herself to pursue the many interests
she enjoys – bowling, knitting, theatre
visits, travelling and learning about other
cultures to name only a few - and of course
the music she shares with Ivan.
We all miss her, and appreciate this
opportunity to say all the very best for the
future, have a long and happy retirement,
well done…… and thank you!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Supervise children while in Dining Room
Take Cash
Count and take cash to office
Record what has been bought
Complete record
sheets
Deal with any
issues from the
children

The job would be from 8am till 9am
every morning during term time.
For more information, contact
Wendy Barrett at the school on
770608

£1400 was raised
for CHAS between
the P7 panto and
P6 & P7 ‘bring
and buy’ sale.
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Corner

Library

Lynne James

READING GROUP

littering Prizes: an evening of wine
G
and words. The new session of the
Reading Group began on Tuesday 16

September and, as part of the “Off the
Page” Festival, we read extracts from
various prize-winning books and sampled
some medal-winning wines.
At the first meeting, we all discussed
what we had been reading over the summer
and recommended various titles to one
another. We will print a list of those put
forward and you can all come down to
the library to choose any of them to read
them for yourselves. The selection was
wide and varied: from Simon Kernick’s
dark but gripping thriller ‘Relentless’,

My Indian
Adventure
Kathy Nordin

I

t is now some time since I returned from
my three months in India. There is so
much to tell, but I can only give you a
taste of what I did there.
You may remember from my last article
that I was not looking forward to the 26hour train journey from Delhi to Raxaul.
As it turned out it was very interesting –
the train was comfortable and the other
passengers helpful and friendly. It is not a
fast train so I was able to see the changing
face of the Indian landscape – towns,
villages, farmland, people everywhere –
including on the line.
On arrival at the Duncan Campus I was
given a small two-room apartment to live in.
to the delightful gentle humour of
Alexander McCall Smith’s ‘Unbearable
Lightness of Scones’, a tongue in
cheek view of Edinburgh life that will
cause many a wry smile in the West of
Scotland. Not all the books were novels,
and the intriguingly titled “Pretty Girl
in Crimson Rose (8)” by Sandy Balfour
is a memoir by an aficionado of cryptic
crosswords. Can you work out the title’s
clue?
In October we are going to discuss
Paul Coelho’s “The Alchemist”, so, if you
would like to join us on the third Tuesday
of the month from 8pm in the library...
feel free. We would love to see you.

Mugdock award for excellence
Garry Nimmo, Stirling Council
Press Office

M

ugdock Country Park is
celebrating being awarded a
4 star (Excellent) grading by
VisitScotland.
The award is based on the standard
of customer care and range of facilities
on offer; focusing on the standard of
the welcome, hospitality and service
they provide, as well as presentation
and the standard of toilets, shop or
café.
L to R: Robert Hunter, Stirling Council; Ian Shanlin,
The park’s overall scoring was Mugdock Makkers (art and craft gallery); Colin
82% which represents a 4 star grading. Barrie, Mugdock Plantaria; Alison Borthwick,
The grading is one star higher
than previous and seen as a great Mugdock Makkers; Colin O’Brien, Vice Chairman
accomplishment. It has been achieved of Management Committee; Iain Arnott, Park
by the steady service development of Manager; Joe Smith, Stables Tearoom.
new build, new business start-up and
improved interpretation.
many people whether the gain is through
The Country Park has attracted over environmental education, arts and culture,
two million visitors during a four-year leisure and recreation or even just social
term (2003-2007) including many schools, opportunity. For many, it is a very important
participating in a wide range of leisure and part of their routine and leisure time, and the
countryside activities. Local visitors make up park has tried to make as many events as
over 80% of that number which demonstrates possible accessible to most within society by
that the Country Park is very much seen by making many free or applying a nominal fee
nearby communities as their local park. Year only.”
on year, the number and range of events at
In the last four years the park has hosted
the Country Park and beyond has increased over 500 events and activities, the Ranger
steadily.
Service has led over 250 countryside events,
Mugdock Park Manager Iain Arnott, concerts are regularly sold out, film nights are
explained: “Access to such a wide choice becoming more popular and in 2007 the park
of activities is a very positive thing to introduced their first theatre programme.
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Kathy Nordin before her trip
It was very basic, i.e. non-western washing
and toilet facilities, but comfortable and
near the teachers’ accommodation, so they
often visited me in the evenings.
The weather was very hot – 35-40
degrees – so I was glad to be wearing the
shalwar kamize which consists of a long
tunic top and baggy trousers with a draw
string waist, just ideal for the heat.
I was soon in to the swing of things in the
school – teaching, doing staff development,
helping with administration etc. I was the
only westerner in the school but everyone
was so welcoming and helpful. After
a couple of weeks I was asked to teach
English to the 3rd year nursing students and
later I also taught the 1st years. That was
a new experience for me, but I thoroughly
enjoyed it.
On the campus was the hospital,
the school, the nursing school, the
administration block, the guest house and
accommodation for all staff so there were
always plenty of people around.
There were a few shops just outside
the gate but about once a week I managed
to go up to the market in the main part of
town and that was always an interesting
experience and gave me the opportunity to
be part of the Indian way of life. It was
noisy, busy, hot and dusty, vibrant but at
no time did I feel ill at ease. Not speaking
Hindi was a disadvantage because few
people spoke English, but I managed to
make myself understood through pointing,
miming etc.
The whole experience was very positive
and had a great impact on me. I have so
many good memories of so many things,
but most of all I remember the people –
teachers, doctors, nurses, admin. staff – all
of whom are so dedicated to what they are
doing and were so welcoming, polite and
helpful. May they continue to find blessing
in the work they are doing.
COMMUNITY COUNCILLORS
See the ward map in the library
Blanefield Ward
David Anderson 		
Willie Oswald 		
Margaret Vass		
Fiona Murray 		
Strathblane Ward
Elspeth Posnett		
Marjorie Peddie		

770669
770497
770131
771497
770113
770074

Mugdock Ward
Philip Graves
0141 956 1954
Bob Flashman		
770979
John Gray		
771031

We wish to reflect the views and opinions
of the whole community without including
anything that would offend anyone. We
would emphasise that the views expressed
in the Blane are not necessarily those of
the editor and he retains the right to have
the final say on any articles included.
Disclaimer
While we do our best not to accept
advertisements
from
irresponsible
companies or individuals, we do not take
responsibility for those that appear in
the newsletter and expect our readers to
exercise due care when choosing to use
one of the services found on these pages.

useful numbers

Doctors Surgeries
Strathblane		
Killearn			
(prescription line)		

770340
550339
550095

Police			
Crimestoppers 		
Post Office		
Pharmacy		
Primary School		
Royal Bank		
Library			

770224
0800 555111
770291
770731
770608
770610
770737

Bookings
Edmonstone Hall		
VillageClub		

770555
771956

BLANE TEAM
Morag Roy 		
770863
roymorag6@yahoo.co.uk
Murray O’Donnell
770748
murray.odonnell@virgin.net
Alastair Smith		
770120
smith@blanefield.freeserve.co.uk
Bill Woodger
		

770940
billwoodger@email.com

Mary Brailey		
771613
mary@brailey2.freeserve.co.uk
Patsy Fischbacher
770716
patsy.fischbacher@virgin.net
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H o liday
club
ch a mps
Lynne James

I

n the last week of the school
holidays, with the aid of
lots of creative imagination,
sticky tape and staples, the Birds
Nest Olympic Stadium and the Olympic Village
arrived at the Kirk Rooms for:

Champions!

...this year’s summer club for children.
Crafts, games, competitions, drama, Bible stories
and singing all linked in with the Olympic theme,
and the 56 children who came to the club became six
Olympic teams from different competing countries.
Living the Christian life is very like running a race it takes determination and dedication - and each day the children learned a Bible verse on a
sporting theme, set to music to make it easier to remember. It was great to welcome parents
to the family ‘mini Olympics’ on the Friday evening, and then to enjoy a well earned buffet
supper together.
The whole church family had supported the club in all sorts of ways, and at the Sunday
morning service the children sang some of the songs they had learnt and awarded gold
medals they had made to everyone in the congregation. The club team worked hard but
had a lot of fun doing it (although some are still in recovery at the time of writing!) and the
children’s enthusiastic response made it all worthwhile.
As well as having fun themselves, the children thought of others and brought gifts of
sweets and toiletries which they packed into the shoe boxes they had decorated for the
residents in Blanefield House.

Bags of enthusiasm from (clockwise from
top left) Jason Cowan, Matthew Hoyle
and Murray Wishart; the mob plus 7,000
onlookers (how did they all get into the
Kirkrooms?); Luke O’Neill, Ben Hoyle and
Murray Leven; and Maia Grantham.

Now and....

Peaceful view of Loch Ardinning taken by BobSharp

....Then

Alastair Smith has been busy with his camera again
with this shot (above, that is) of the view down Old
Mugdock Road to the hills. He thinks (he is in his
dotage) that the editor is the person with the bicycle
(right). Poor chap, his mind is going and he sees
things that the rest of us don’t. If you don’t believe
that, turn to page 13!
Answer to question on page 13
Snoopy is sitting on the building near the top of the horses’ field that used
to contain switchgear and valves for the water company.
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